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Brazil has emerged as both a driver of growth in South America and an active force in world politics in the decade since the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) convened its first Independent Task Force on the country. During this period, Brazil has lifted nearly thirty million of its citizens out of poverty, significantly expanded its middle class, become increasingly active within multilateral institutions and international forums, and weathered the recent worldwide recession—all in a peaceful, market-oriented, and democratic context.

To be sure, Brazil is still contending with important internal concerns—its remaining poor, the growing challenges of climate change, and its ongoing transformation from a commodity-based to an industrial economy, to name just a few. Nevertheless, the message of this report could hardly be clearer: Brazil matters not just regionally but globally. Its decisions and actions will affect the world’s economy, environment, and energy future as well as prospects for diplomacy and stability. Brazil is on the short list of countries that will most shape the twenty-first century. U.S. and Brazilian foreign policy must adjust accordingly.

This Independent Task Force examines the U.S.-Brazil relationship in light of the considerable developments of the past ten years. It comes at a time when Brazil’s new administration, led by President Dilma Rousseff, has had a few months to settle in and chart a course for the country for the next several years. The Task Force recommends that this period be seen as an opportunity for Brazil and the United States to deepen their partnership through expanded governmental and economic ties.

With its growing regional and global role, Brazil will face new responsibilities and expectations. As Brazil seeks to become more active in its region and abroad, some will look to it for guidance and others will expect it to shoulder more burdens on the international stage. The Task
Force recommends that Brazil receive a seat on an expanded United Nations Security Council, in part as recognition of its increased global role, but also to encourage its constructive participation in global affairs.

I would like to thank the Task Force’s chairs, Samuel Bodman and James Wolfensohn, for their leadership throughout this project. My thanks extend to all of the Task Force members and observers for contributing their time, significant experience, and expertise to produce a thoughtful report. I also invite readers to review the additional views written by several Task Force members that appear at the end of the report.

This report would not be possible without the supervision of Anya Schmemann, CFR’s Task Force Program director, who shepherded this project from beginning to end, and Senior Fellow Julia Sweig, who ably directed this Task Force and oversaw the research and drafting of this report. All have contributed to a substantive and comprehensive document that will help policymakers and others to better understand the reality of Brazil.

Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
July 2011
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Task Force Report
Overview

The United States now faces a Brazil that has undertaken a peaceful economic and social transformation to become the cornerstone of South American growth and stability and a significant power and presence on the world stage.¹

The Task Force addresses its findings and recommendations not only to U.S. policymakers who focus on the Americas, but also to those in the United States and elsewhere who are responsible for decisions on the global strategic and economic issues and multilateral mechanisms in which Brazil’s voice and actions are relevant. The findings and recommendations of this report provide a framework for bipartisan policies—global, regional, and bilateral—that take into account the opportunities and challenges of Brazil’s rise as the United States and Brazil approach the major international issues of the twenty-first century.

WHY BRAZIL

Brazil is and will remain an integral force in the evolution of a multipolar world. It ranks as the world’s fifth-largest landmass, fifth-largest population, and eighth-largest economy. Brazil, which may become the world’s fifth-largest economy by 2016, is the B in the BRICs (along with Russia, India, and China*), a grouping of growth markets that accounted for 23 percent of global gross domestic product (GDP) in 2010 and will collectively reach $25 trillion to overtake the U.S. economy within the next decade. Brazil’s economic prowess places it in a leadership position in Latin America and in the world and boosts the region’s strategic importance globally, especially for the United States.

Given each country’s landmass, economy, population, and resource base, Brazil and the United States necessarily interact in an increasingly

*South Africa formally joined the BRIC forum at the end of 2010, making it the BRICS forum.
globalized and multipolar world. Beyond the geostrategic characteristics that bring Brazil and the United States together, the two countries are also remarkably similar: both are multiethnic, young democracies that uphold common values with respect to free markets, rule of law, individual rights, religious freedom, and diversity and equality.

Despite these similarities, the U.S.-Brazil relationship has been prone to misunderstanding, and collaboration between the two countries has been limited. The election of Dilma Rousseff as Brazil’s new president offers an opportunity for a renewed approach. Presidents Barack Obama and Rousseff have underscored a mutual desire to improve and deepen the relationship, and the Task Force urges that efforts be made by both countries to advance that goal. The Task Force believes that now is the time for the United States and Brazil to advance their foreign policy interests by reinvigorating and deepening this critical relationship.

OVERVIEW OF CORE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Task Force recommends that U.S. policymakers recognize Brazil’s standing as a global actor, treat its emergence as an opportunity for the United States, and work with Brazil to develop complementary policies.

Given Brazil’s rise over the past two decades, the United States must now alter its view of the region and pursue a broader and more mature relationship with the new Brazil. It is time that the foreign policy of the United States reflects the new regional reality and adjusts to advance U.S. interests, given what has changed and the changes likely to come.

Brazil and the United States are now entering a period that has great potential to solidify a mature friendship, one that entails ever-deepening trust in order to secure mutual benefits. This kind of relationship requires the two countries to move beyond their historic oscillation between misinterpretation, public praise, and rebuke, and instead approach both cooperation and inevitable disagreement with mutual respect and tolerance.

The Task Force recommends open and regular communication between Obama and Rousseff and between senior officials of both countries. As Brazil continues to rise and the United States adapts to a multipolar order, frequent dialogue will help anticipate and diffuse tensions that will surface as each country reacts and adjusts to a new and evolving
geopolitical dynamic. High-level contact will signal to each country’s bureaucracy—historically distrustful of one another—that the relationship is a priority and that the success of each is in the other’s interest.

Brazil’s growing geostrategic importance merits sustained, senior-level, and comprehensive coordination of U.S. policy across agencies. The Task Force recommends that the National Security Council (NSC) institutionalize a standing interagency coordination mechanism so that a range of U.S. agencies responsible for functional issues—including finance, trade, labor, energy, environment, agriculture, health, homeland security, defense, and diplomacy—better coordinates what remains a highly decentralized U.S. policy toward Brazil.

This reorganization would require an NSC director for Brazil alone, rather than a director for Brazil and the Southern Cone. In addition, the Task Force recommends that the State Department create a separate Office for Brazilian Affairs outside the Office for Southern Cone Affairs. The goal is for a U.S. policy approach that treats Brazil as a global actor, with policies formulated not just by regional experts with narrow portfolios.

The Task Force encourages U.S. policymakers to recognize that independence will almost certainly remain a hallmark of Brazilian foreign policy, even as the two countries develop a closer relationship. Under Rousseff, Brazil likely will continue to engage—economically and diplomatically—in regions and on issues beyond the historic domain of South America. Brazilians will resist a tight U.S. embrace, and warming relations will not necessarily translate into Brazil’s standing in line behind the United States. But the United States and Brazil can help each other advance mutual interests even without wholesale policy agreements between the two.

The Task Force finds that it is in the interest of the United States to welcome Brazil’s regional leadership and encourage Brazil’s promotion of inclusiveness, development, and democracy. Developing a more comprehensive U.S. policy toward Brazil should not come at the expense of deepening U.S. relationships with its other partners in the Americas.

The United States will need to adjust to a more assertive and independent Brazil. And Brazil must adjust to its new role as a global power. While the United States adapts to Brazil, it should also encourage Brazil to use its newfound multilateral and diplomatic influence in ways that look not only to its own national interests but to those of its neighbors and beyond.
Brazil and the United States face similar domestic challenges—including education, innovation, health care, and infrastructure—that should serve as an opportunity for deepening bilateral understanding and cooperation. The Task Force notes the critical importance of Brazil’s continued progress in redressing its significant domestic constraints, which could jeopardize the sustainability of Brazil’s long-term economic growth and deter its international ambitions.

The Task Force encourages both governments to maintain and expand channels of communication on trade and monetary policy, especially with respect to China. Brazil and the United States each approach China carefully, balancing relationships that are both complementary and competitive. Both Brazil and the United States have concerns about China’s undervalued yuan, and though a joint approach is unrealistic, the Task Force suggests that Brazil and the United States agree on common language to describe the currency challenges presented by China in order to encourage China to allow its yuan to appreciate.

With an understanding of the divisive U.S. political environment, the Task Force encourages the U.S. Congress to include an elimination of the ethanol tariff in any bill regarding reform to the ethanol and biofuel tax credit regime.

The Task Force recommends that the Obama administration now fully endorse Brazil as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). The Task Force encourages the administration to address important regional, multilateral, and global governance dimensions of such a step as it engages Brazil in an intense dialogue on this matter.

The Task Force report takes stock of Brazil’s remarkable growth and development, including the domestic resources, constraints, and international factors that affect Brazil’s economic trajectory. The report considers Brazil’s approach to energy and climate change, both as relevant economic factors and as a means to help explain how Brazil conceives of its global role and how it aims to reshape world institutions. It examines Brazil’s style, agenda, and growing engagement as a regional and global actor. Finally, the Task Force considers the U.S.-Brazil relationship and proposes ways in which the United States can work with and alongside Brazil to advance shared interests and common goals.
Brazil has transcended its status as the largest and most resource-rich country in Latin America to now be counted among the world’s pivotal powers. Brazil is not a conventional military power, it does not rival China or India in population or economic size, and it cannot match the geopolitical history of Russia. Still, how Brazil defines and projects its interests, a still-evolving process, is critical to understanding the character of the new multipolar and unpredictable global order.

Over the course of one generation, Brazil’s domestic priority of inclusive growth has translated into a significant reduction of inequality, an expansion of the middle class, and a vibrant economy, all framed within a democratic context. These internal achievements drive Brazil’s agenda on the world stage. Internationally, Brazil has leveraged its domestic assets and achievements to cement its role in areas as diverse as energy and climate change, peace and security, and trade and finance. Understanding and crafting a strategy to help in the success of this new Brazil is in the national interest of the United States.

**CURRENT U.S. POLICY TOWARD BRAZIL**

According to President Obama’s recent statements, U.S. policy toward Brazil is based on engagement and “mutual interest and mutual respect,” predicated on the belief that a strong relationship with Brazil promotes both U.S. and Brazilian interests. However, U.S. and Brazilian practice has not always matched this rhetoric. In a relationship that has more often been characterized by distance than by close friendship, substantive collaboration has been shallow and prone to misunderstanding.

Drawing upon groundwork laid by the Clinton and Bush administrations, the United States is now shaping a framework for a bilateral
relationship with Brazil. Brazil and the United States do work together on a number of discrete issues, such as biofuels cooperation, defense, peacekeeping, and nonproliferation, among others. Presidents Obama and Rousseff recently laid out an expanding agenda that includes civil aviation, space, innovation, science and technology, and education. Senior officials of the two countries occasionally maintain channels of communication on major international security issues. Still, for a variety of reasons, including competing priorities and domestic politics in each country, neither government has yet been able to weave the disparate threads of their joint ventures into the fabric of a cohesive strategic project.

The Task Force encourages Brazilian policymakers to draw upon the findings and recommendations of this report to inform their own decisions with respect to the United States. The new presidency in Brazil offers an opportunity to reset the relationship. The recent summit between presidents Obama and Rousseff in March 2011 underscored both countries’ desire to improve and deepen this relationship.

The Task Force finds that it is in the interest of the United States to understand Brazil as a complex international actor whose influence on the defining global issues of the day is only likely to increase. Moreover, the success of Brazil’s peaceful transformation—a project spanning two decades that has embraced democracy, markets, and robust social policy—is also in the United States’ interest. Despite Brazil’s rising prominence, the Task Force finds that the complexities and importance of Brazil are poorly understood and underestimated in Washington.

**BRAZIL TODAY**

The world watches with great interest as Rousseff attempts to build on the legacy of the enormously popular former president Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Lula) while charting her own course. Rousseff held two cabinet positions and served as Lula’s chief of staff before being chosen as the ruling party’s candidate. The daughter of a Bulgarian immigrant and a school teacher, Rousseff was jailed and tortured for her underground activism; she is an economist who had previously never run for election. Ambitious, results-driven, and pragmatic, Rousseff now stands as one of the most powerful and influential women in the world.
Former presidents Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Lula presided over sixteen years of democratic consolidation and sound economic policy. Brazil was well positioned to survive the global economic recession of 2008—having stabilized its currency, tackled rampant inflation, strengthened its banking system, and built up dollar reserves—and it emerged in 2009 relatively unscathed.

In a break from its past, Brazil’s 2010 presidential election and recent political transition did not shake its strong stock market, bonds, or currency, signaling international confidence in its stability. Flows of foreign direct investment (FDI) into Brazil remain high: among non–Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, Brazil is second only to China as a destination for foreign investment. Though inflationary pressures remain a serious challenge, the Brazilian economy is expected to grow by more than 4 percent this year, after a particularly strong 2010 (7.5 percent growth).

The country Rousseff inherited in 2011 is substantially different from the one Lula inherited in 2003, as is the international environment. In the early stages of her presidency, Rousseff has stressed the need for Brazil’s domestic agenda to drive and be served by the country’s international engagement. In that vein, Brazil’s foreign policy priorities under her leadership are likely to emphasize integrating with South America, establishing deeper ties and investment in Africa, managing a complex relationship with China, improving relations with the United States, and strengthening Brazil’s influence in the restructuring of multilateral institutions.

The Brazilian economy is market based, though significant state involvement in shaping industrial policy remains a feature of Brazil’s economic model. The Brazilian government’s ownership and operation of major enterprises, its role as the primary source of capital and long-term local currency financing, its intervention in company decisions, and its high levels of social spending are all aspects of Brazil’s development agenda. For example, the Rousseff administration has encouraged Brazil’s largest private firms, known as national champions, to reinvest domestically, even at the expense of shareholder value. In addition, powerhouse companies (both Brazilian and foreign entities) in strategic sectors benefit from subsidized credit from the state-owned development bank (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social—BNDES, or National Bank for Economic and Social Development). Brazilians across the ideological spectrum appear to accept and
expect that the government will play a significant role as an investor, provider of social goods, and driver of growth.

Along with job creation from strong economic growth, large-scale social programs account for significant reductions in the levels of poverty, inequality, unemployment, and malnutrition—problems that dogged Brazil for decades and require continued attention. In particular, the federally instituted social welfare programs Fome Zero (Zero Hunger) and Bolsa Família (Family Allowance) and an increase in the minimum wage are largely credited for the significant social progress that Brazil has achieved over the past decade.\(^3\) Between 2003 and 2009, Brazil’s lower middle class, which now accounts for more than half of its total population, grew by almost thirty million people. This growing consumer class helps fuel a relatively diversified, albeit still commodities-dependent, economy.\(^4\)

Brazil’s immense and diverse territory is rich in natural resources. Exports of raw materials drive the Brazilian economy. Brazil is the world’s largest producer of beef, cane sugar, and coffee and the second-largest producer of soybeans. Its agricultural strength is enhanced by its water resources and by technological achievements in adapting crops—soy, for example—to tropical conditions. In addition, Brazil is home to the world’s sixth-largest proven uranium reserves, and its iron reserves rank among the world’s top five.

Massive deposits of oil, discovered in 2006 off the coast of Rio de Janeiro, should place Brazil among the world’s top ten energy producers in this decade. Brazil exported approximately fifty-seven thousand barrels per day of cane-based ethanol in 2009, rivaling—and, by some estimates, surpassing—the United States as an exporter.\(^5\) Renewable resources supply almost 50 percent of Brazil’s relatively clean energy matrix, with sugarcane-based products alone accounting for 19 percent of its total supply. Hydroelectricity also plays an important role in providing roughly 75 percent of Brazil’s electricity. Water is both a source of renewable energy for Brazil and, given looming global water shortages, an important asset (especially as used to support agriculture). Brazil is home to 18 percent of the world’s available fresh water, much of it derived from the Amazon River basin. The Amazon rainforest is itself a valuable resource, recycling carbon dioxide to produce more than 20 percent of the world’s oxygen.

Despite Brazil’s significant domestic achievements of social inclusion, steady growth, political stability, and use of its natural resources,
major challenges loom. Indeed, some of the greatest could result from Brazil’s assets and accomplishments. Brazil must manage to sustainably extract new oil reserves and navigate the political and social demands of distributing the benefits of its pending oil wealth, a process prone to politicization.

Although investments in education, innovation, and research and development are rising, Brazil does not yet have enough skilled laborers and professionals, even though Lula created more universities and technical schools than any president before him. A longstanding focus on higher education has strengthened Brazil’s public universities, but the quality of public primary and secondary education remains poor. In addition to government efforts, Brazil’s rich civil society—including an active media; an extensive web of labor, environmental, human rights, and religious organizations; and a private sector increasingly aware of the social and environmental implications of its ventures—acknowledges and works to meet these and other challenges.

Brazil remains the tenth most unequal country in the world, and more than one in four Brazilians still live below the poverty line. In Brazil’s favelas, armed drug and criminal gangs preside over informal economies and extract a human and financial toll. The upcoming 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games are expected to attract significant investment along with millions of visitors. But the events pose massive infrastructure, security, and public health challenges, and construction for the games is already lagging behind schedule. Underdeveloped infrastructure remains a significant problem in the vast territories of rural Brazil, which do not participate fully in the global economy and rarely feel the reach of the government. Despite intensified efforts to monitor the region, Brazil’s porous nine-thousand-mile border remains vulnerable to illicit trade and transnational criminal networks.

Brazil’s relationships with its ten bordering countries are just one complex aspect of the South American giant’s wide-ranging and ambitious international agenda. Brazil’s economic and domestic achievements, with respect to public health, hunger, poverty, inequality, clean energy, and environmental laws, constitute the basis for a robust Brazilian role within the UN, the World Health Organization (WHO), the Group of Twenty (G20), the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and international climate change negotiations. Over the past two decades, policy changes within a number of these organizations smoothed the way for Brazil’s larger role within them. Brazil’s
social programs have served as models for other such projects throughout the world.

This report does not attempt to explain, nor could it possibly do justice to, all of the aspects of Brazil’s domestic and international profile. The report instead focuses on four distinct but related issues that the Task Force believes will, in large measure, determine Brazil’s international and bilateral agenda in the near, medium, and long terms: the Brazilian economy, including its engines and obstacles; Brazil’s energy and climate change profile; Brazil’s track record, priorities, and ambitions as a global and regional diplomat; and Brazil’s relationship with the United States.
Brazil’s Economy: Engines and Obstacles

Brazil’s economic growth fuels its domestic achievements and much of its international agenda. Brazil’s steadily growing economy propelled the South American giant into the global consciousness, initially among investors eyeing an emerging market. For Brazilians, the country’s successful blend of capitalism and social democracy now justifies the promotion of these ideals and Brazil’s economic interests abroad. Accordingly, Brazil has leveraged its domestic economic bona fides into international commercial and diplomatic power that it exercises across most regions of the world.

MACROECONOMICS IN TODAY’S BRAZIL

Sound macro policies, enhanced access to capital inflows, a transition from an import- to export-led economy, and a long period of favorable commodity prices and easy financing conditions have contributed to a profound economic and social transformation in recent years. Brazil’s GDP per capita is now twice as high as it was ten years ago, and the poverty rate has been reduced by almost half.

President Rousseff entered office on the heels of a 7.5 percent economic growth in 2010, with expectations for a 4.5 percent expansion in 2011. The strong economic performance in 2010 was underpinned by robust domestic demand fueled by rapid credit growth and expansionary monetary and fiscal policy. The unemployment rate is at its lowest level in eight years, and real wages have increased sharply. Thus, although Brazil faces near-term challenges—mostly those associated with a rapidly growing economy—the long-term prospects for the country are positive, provided the abundance is managed appropriately.

However, the economic story is not without concerns. At the time of the writing of this report, inflationary pressures have grown
noteworthy, and in major segments of the Brazilian economy some worry that overheating is taking place. Overheating pressures are manifesting themselves not only through higher inflation but also through a widening trade deficit and rapidly growing credit and asset prices.

There are also concerns that Brazil is now more vulnerable to major swings in global commodity prices; the country is too dependent on Asian demand for its future growth and thus would be vulnerable to setbacks in China and its neighbors; credit is growing rapidly, particularly in real estate markets such as the Rio and São Paulo regions, and asset prices may have worrisome bubble-like characteristics; and some important expected drivers of Brazilian expansion, such as tapping into pre-salt energy reserves, may take longer than anticipated to meet projections.

President Rousseff has made it clear that she is cognizant of these risks, and her appointments to head the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank have a strong mandate to both offer critical continuity with the orthodox programs of the two preceding administrations and attend to these issues, of which the threat of inflation is increasingly seen as the most urgent. Indeed, a major source of consensus for macroeconomic policies lies in the shared Brazilian experience of rampant inflation in recent memory.

**CHALLENGES AHEAD**

The new government faces a wide range of economic challenges going forward that will require policy action. In the near term, the Brazilian government must remain attentive and resolute in its policies to avoid overheating and deal with the consequences of large capital inflows and a rapidly appreciating currency—the real has appreciated almost 40 percent against the dollar in the past two years—while trying to shape policies to protect and enhance the economic and social gains of the past decade.

Along with other major emerging-market countries, Brazil expressed concern about the U.S. Federal Reserve’s decision to release $600 billion in an effort to stimulate the U.S. economy (the so-called QE2), a move that Brazilians feared would drive more money into countries with high interest rates as investors sought a higher return on their money. The negative Brazilian response was due partly to frustration
with the absence of advance dialogue with the United States on monetary issues, and was also meant to balance simultaneous criticism of China. Among the tools used in response, Brazil raised its financial operations tax, known as the IOF, on foreign purchases of local bonds.

Brazil stands out in its region for a relatively high level of public debt, high public revenues, and low public investment. Between 2005 and 2008, for example, Brazil's public sector invested, in terms of GDP, half of what Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay did. Improvements in this area will not be easy and will require fundamental changes in fiscal strategies. The country's poor quality of physical infrastructure, for example, reflects this low level of public investment. To prepare for the World Cup in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016, Brazil has, however, begun to undertake a high-priority program to improve infrastructure. Labor, pension, and social security reform—issues that need to be tackled by the Rousseff administration—would greatly improve public savings and provide more flexibility for other spending priorities.

Doing business and forming small and medium-sized businesses in Brazil remains a challenge given the complexity of the tax system, high labor and corporate taxes, and the slow processes of judicial review for contract enforcement—issues that the Brazilian government itself acknowledges as obstacles. Brazil's complex regulatory, tax, and protectionist regimes hamper foreign investment and slow the conditions for even more robust and equitable growth. As in the United States, addressing such structural challenges in Brazil is difficult because of domestic politics at the federal, state, and municipal levels. Trade policy will also test the Rousseff administration. Brazil is in the early stages of developing, among its small and medium-sized businesses, the facility for and the inclination to view foreign trade as a driver of growth and development.

Conclusions
The Task Force notes that, in this context, near-term attention to the threats of inflation and overheating more broadly is warranted. In 2010, inflation reached 5.8 percent, well above the 4.5 percent target. Nonetheless, the Task Force finds that the Rousseff administration—which has pursued a round of budget cuts, raised interest rates, and taken steps to regulate consumer credit—has reacted prudently, although even greater attention to these concerns and a greater willingness to
acknowledge threats earlier is warranted. This is also an area, given the importance of Brazil’s economy globally, in which it is in the interests of the United States and other G20 powers to work closely with Brazil to avoid problems that may produce significant contagion regionally and worldwide.

**BRAZIL’S TRADE AND INVESTMENT RELATIONSHIP WITH CHINA: RISKS AND REWARDS**

Brazil’s economic relations with China are at once mutually beneficial, competitive, and a real challenge to the long-term diversification of the Brazilian economy. Trade and investment were the focus of Rousseff’s visit to China in April 2011, the first major foreign trip of her presidency. Brazil has gained considerably from its trade and investment relations with China over the past decade. Commodity prices reached record-high levels driven mainly by the impressive growth of the Chinese economy and its demand for natural resources. In the first two quarters of 2010, China became the primary buyer of Brazilian exports, ahead of the United States, and the number-two source of Brazilian imports, behind the United States.

This increase in trade flows, however, has triggered an imbalanced relationship, generating increasing concern among Brazilian policymakers and the private sector about deindustrialization. As of the first quarter of 2010, approximately 79 percent of Brazilian exports to China consisted of basic goods and raw materials (soy, iron ore, and oil), but more than 90 percent of imports from China were capital or manufactured goods. In 2009, the industrial sector share of Brazil’s GDP fell to 15.5 percent, the lowest figure since 1947. Many in Brazil are concerned that loose monetary conditions in the United States and large foreign exchange interventions in China have caused the real to soar against the dollar and the yuan, and cheap Chinese imports have damaged the country’s manufacturing base.

As part of China’s broader strategy to secure natural resources in the developing world, China became Brazil’s leading investor in 2010, with estimates of $12 billion to $20 billion invested primarily in the steel, oil, mining, transportation, and energy sectors. The upcoming World Cup and the Olympic Games, as well as the need to explore newfound
reserves of oil offshore, are drawing more Chinese investments to Brazil, particularly for infrastructure projects. In Brazil, concern is increasing over whether China will abide by market rules, in particular with respect to real estate and intellectual property rights.

Brazil’s investments in China are much more modest, but relevant nonetheless as Brazilian companies move to China to target Chinese consumers and to use the country as an export platform to other regions, including to Brazil itself. Still, some Brazilian national champions—themselves supported by low-cost, government financing—cannot compete with even more heavily subsidized Chinese companies. For example, the Brazilian aircraft manufacturer Embraer, which has a factory in China, competes with a Chinese regional maker whose plane resembles the Brazilian model.

The Rousseff administration has identified its relationship with China as one of its major strategic challenges. As Brazil-China asymmetries persist, trade deals with other major economies—notably the European Union (talks are already under way) and the United States—will become more attractive to Brazil. In her first several months in office, Rousseff has moderated Lula’s criticism of U.S. monetary policy, and the Task Force expects Rousseff to seek closer ties to the United States to balance China. U.S. treasury secretary Timothy F. Geithner, who visited São Paulo and Brasília in advance of the February 2011 G20 meeting of finance ministers, emphasized the impact of Chinese monetary policy on both economies during his discussions in Brazil.

Conclusions and Recommendations
China and Brazil are helping fuel each other’s growth, meet each other’s needs, and thus strengthen each other’s international position. The Brazil-China partnership is likely to be one that grows significantly stronger in the years ahead and, as is often the case, the Task Force expects deepening and extensive economic ties to create an incentive for greater political and diplomatic coordination. The Task Force recognizes that the growing importance of this relationship with China enhances Brazil’s ability and inclination to act independently of the views of the United States and other neighbors in this hemisphere.

Both Brazil and the United States have an interest in mitigating volatility in emerging economies. The Task Force acknowledges Brazil’s forcefully stated concern that the United States’ second quantitative easing and China’s artificial undervaluing of the yuan attracts hot
money to Brazil, drives up the value of Brazil’s real, and adds overheating pressures in the form of higher inflation, a widening trade deficit, and rapidly growing credit and asset prices. With the slowness of the U.S. recovery, U.S. interests are, for the moment at least, divergent to some degree, and Brazil and the United States are not likely to be able to consistently coordinate monetary policy closely, because both countries are sensitive first and foremost to their domestic circumstances and constituencies. Nonetheless, the Task Force finds that Brazil’s escalating criticism of Chinese monetary policy illustrates an alignment between Brazilian and U.S. concerns and thus provides an opportunity for greater cooperation and coordination between Brazil and the United States going forward.

The Task Force encourages both governments to maintain and expand channels of communication on monetary policy, especially with respect to China, in an effort to reinforce the message that a floating Chinese currency would be beneficial to the global economy. Brazil and the United States each approach China carefully, balancing relationships that are both complementary and competitive. The Task Force suggests that Brazil and the United States agree to common language to describe challenges of China’s undervalued currency, in order to underscore their shared concern.

DOMESTIC ASSETS

For generations, abundant and varied economic resources have promised to bring prosperity to Brazil. In the 1970s, Brazil looked poised to break into the ranks of the world’s wealthiest nations. But by 1982, the so-called Brazilian economic miracle had withered with the onset of the Latin American debt crisis. Now, however, Brazil’s expertise in tropical agriculture and its growing mineral resource production have coincided with rising global commodities prices and demand.

Brazil is again well positioned to make productive use of its natural endowments. Income from and jobs generated by natural resources will likely continue to expand the middle class and sustain domestic growth, helping boost Brazil’s economy from the world’s eighth-largest to the fifth-largest as early as 2016. Over the next decade, Brazil’s domestic development will rest on four pillars of growth: agriculture, mining and metallurgy, a growing middle class, and energy production.6
Brazil uses its agricultural might and knowhow to ensure food security both at home and overseas. Brazil is the fourth-largest exporter of food globally; a world leader in staples like soy, sugarcane, coffee, and beef; and a major producer of a wide range of items including tobacco, cotton, orange juice, and cashews. As a country just shy of 200 million people, Brazil produces enough food to meet the minimum caloric requirements of about 250 million. Though 10 million Brazilian citizens still lack food security, this figure is a 75 percent reduction from a decade earlier and is due in large part to the success of the Fome Zero program and strong economic growth. Much of the credit also goes to Brazilian advances in agricultural technology.

Brazilian agricultural innovations have made agriculture more efficient and have expanded farming to parts of the country where crops could not grow roughly a decade ago, converting Brazil into an agriculture powerhouse with industrial-scale farming. The Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária, known as Embrapa) has worked since its inception in 1973 to develop new farmland and has modified varieties of seeds to grow in those environments. Agriculture now makes up a quarter of Brazilian GDP and accounts for 40 percent of export revenue. According to some estimates, pastureland covers nearly 25 percent of the country and 150 million acres of arable land remain uncultivated.

Within the framework of the BRICS countries, Brazil has become integral to the international effort to mitigate problems of food production and hunger, which has included a commitment to develop a joint strategy to ensure access to food for vulnerable populations. Cooperation is strongest in Africa. Embrapa África, in conjunction with the Brazilian Agency for Cooperation (ABC), has personnel stationed in Ghana, Mozambique, Senegal, and Mali to coordinate food security programs, which generates goodwill for Brazil and an opportunity for cooperation with the United States. Initiatives under way from Latin America to the Middle East to Oceania point to Brazil’s global ambitions.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force finds that Brazil’s technological innovation in agriculture has allowed the country to capitalize on its natural resources and global economic conditions in order to carve out a place for itself on
the world stage. Moreover, with more than one billion people undernourished worldwide, Brazil’s growing contribution to global food stores makes it a fundamental part of any international approach to food security.

Brazil and the United States are among the largest agricultural producers and exporters in the world. Agricultural technologies developed by U.S. companies are already being used to improve land productivity in Brazil, and barriers to further expansion (to the extent that any remain) are the subject of bilateral government discussions. The Task Force encourages the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to enhance capacity for cooperation on innovation and deployment of new technologies and development of standards. The USDA should provide funds for U.S. scientists to work with their counterparts in the Brazilian Embrapa. In addition, the Task Force recommends that the USDA consult with Embrapa in the development of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) to ensure that U.S. products meet Brazilian standards.

MINING AND METALLURGY

Mineral extraction provides Brazil with the material to address the country’s infrastructure deficit and also serves as a major source of national revenue. The country produces and exports significant amounts of nickel, copper, bauxite, iron ore, and other elements of common alloys like steel. Indeed, Brazil is the world’s third-largest producer of bauxite (used in the most cost-effective method of producing aluminum) and the ninth-largest producer of steel. It is increasing its steel production with investment from Chinese and U.S. companies and boosting exports through new plants and ports. Like its agriculture, Brazil’s mineral assets are a valuable commodity that makes Brazil a vital trading partner for any member of the international community, especially those poised for infrastructure-dependent growth.

GROWING MIDDLE CLASS AND DOMESTIC DEMAND

Perhaps the largest component of Brazil’s economic growth at home is its expanding middle class. Bolsa Familia, Fome Zero, subsidized loans for housing, and an increase in the minimum wage (which rose 62 percent in real terms under Lula) have lifted an estimated thirty million
people out of poverty in the past eight years. Though more than ten million Brazilians (5.21 percent of the population) live on less than $1.25 per day and Brazil remains the third most unequal country in Latin America, Brazil’s Gini coefficient has declined from 0.61 to 0.54 since 2001.

The greatest and fastest-paced increase in incomes is occurring among Brazilians in the classe C, Brazil’s middle or consumer class. In 2009, 61.1 percent of all Brazilians were members of classes A, B, or C, up from 37.9 percent in 2003. The aggregate purchasing power of classe C is responsible for between 31 and 46 percent of the Brazilian economy. Classe C consumers make up the largest discrete economic group in Brazil. In stark contrast to China, Brazil has seen lower incomes grow at substantially faster rates than higher incomes over the past decade, accounting for shrinking income inequality.

As the middle classes have grown in size and prosperity, their spending habits have shifted as well. According to the 2010 Brazilian census, 69 percent of Brazil’s middle class own their own homes; more than 20 percent own a car; 89 percent have mobile phones; 50 percent own computers (more than 30 percent of whom have broadband connections); and all have televisions. Brazil’s manufacturing base largely sells to this internal market (indeed, the Ministry of Development, Industry, and Foreign Trade encourages Brazilian businesses to export more), but some Brazilian goods are being priced out by Chinese imports.

Expansion of credit has underpinned rising Brazilian purchasing power. Though the share of domestic credit in the Brazilian economy appears low (at about 46 percent of GDP, compared with 80 percent in Chile) given its level of income, Brazilian borrowers pay a relatively high interest rate of 20 to 25 percent. As new consumers rapidly take on debt, monetary policy authorities in Rousseff’s administration are keenly aware of the risk of excess leverage and are taking steps to tighten credit.

Conclusions
Brazil has deliberately created an environment in which upward mobility is within the reach of the vast majority of its population. Brazil’s domestic market is a crucial driver of the country’s economy and will attract an increasing number of international partners, in the region and abroad, who hope to gain greater access to Brazilian consumers. In light of the contributions of the housing debt crisis to the U.S. financial crisis, the Task Force finds that ensuring the financial literacy of and
developing savings vehicles for Brazil’s newest consumers will be critical to preventing their financial overstretch and possible damage to Brazil’s growth prospects.

**DOMESTIC CONSTRAINTS**

Brazil’s successes in meeting long-standing challenges such as poverty and inequality are undeniable. At the same time, Brazil’s swelling middle class, substantial deepwater oil finds, and upcoming major international sporting events raise expectations and create new challenges for Brazil. Its major undertakings for the next decade are to absorb and build on its achievements and reduce remaining social deficits. How Brazil fares on these counts will significantly influence its economic growth and ultimately will affect how it projects itself internationally.

Brazil’s ability to compete over the long term on the world stage, with the likes of China and India, depends on improving infrastructure, elevating the quality of basic education, increasing the number of skilled laborers who supply burgeoning Brazilian industries, and creating socially and environmentally sustainable conditions in which innovation and small businesses can flourish. If it cannot meet these challenges, it risks falling behind.

The stakes for Brazil are high: popular expectations of a progressive and positive trajectory place great pressure on Brazil’s democratically elected leaders. In light of its experience of hyperinflation, inequality, poverty, and social exclusion, backsliding could have profound and negative implications for the health of its democracy and social contract.

**INFRASTRUCTURE**

Brazil requires massive investment across the spectrum of basic infrastructure to meet current needs and to maintain its recent rapid pace of growth. Forty-three percent of Brazilian households—some 25 million families—live in inadequate housing without consistent access to clean water, sewage disposal, and garbage collection. Brazil’s aging seaports handle 95 percent of Brazil’s exports, yet are ranked 123 out of 139 countries in the World Economic Forum’s most recent global competitiveness report. The lack of an integrated national rail system forces most producers in the interior to send their goods to port via
trucks, but only 10 percent of the nation’s roads—accounting for roughly 124,000 miles crossing a country of more than 3 million square miles—are paved.

Airports are also overwhelmed, with seven of the country’s top twenty airports experiencing frequent congestion delays; São Paulo’s international airport is ranked third worst in the world for flight delays. Telecommunications saw significant investment following privatization a decade ago, allowing mobile phone use to increase to nearly eight hundred accounts per thousand people by 2008, leapfrogging fixed land lines that had just three hundred accounts per thousand.

Rousseff was the architect of the R$642 billion Program to Accelerate Growth (PAC, implemented from 2007 to 2010), and its nearly R$1 trillion successor PAC II (covering 2011 through 2014), which seek to address these infrastructure shortcomings. Increased electricity generation capacity accounts for nearly half of the proposed PAC II budget, housing and transportation a further 40 percent and water, sewage, and urban infrastructure the remaining 10 percent. If fully implemented, PAC II would go far toward boosting Brazil’s investment in infrastructure above its historical 2 percent of GDP toward the 4 to 5 percent many analysts suggest is required to maintain rapid economic growth. Brazil’s northeast, which receives significant infrastructure investment from the government (for example, the Suape port complex outside of Recife), is the country’s fastest-growing region, expanding at a rate of 2 percentage points higher than the rest of the country.

Full implementation is not ensured, however. The original PAC suffered from implementation delays, and only 40 percent of the earmarked funds were spent by the end of 2009, although election-year stimulus boosted PAC spending to 74 percent of the proposed total. Major projects related to the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympics, such as a high-speed rail line between São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, are significantly delayed. Project costs and capacity constraints, in the physical labor available to complete projects and in BNDES’s ability to complete project financing, will likely increase as critical dates approach.

The politicization of major projects and the lack of suitable financing outside BNDES (commercial banks are unable to provide funding at the interest rate, tenor, and volume required) limit the number of concurrent initiatives that can be undertaken and slow the development of projects once they are approved. Indeed, BNDES’s own February 2011 assessment of near-term infrastructure investment identified only
R$380 billion worth of projects in electricity generation, telecommunications, sanitation, and transportation between 2011 and 2014.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

As the upcoming host of both the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympics, Brazil has a unique opportunity to leverage these events to push urban infrastructure to the top of its national agenda in a manner that supports strong economic growth and promotes sustainable development. Rio de Janeiro in particular offers an opportunity to anticipate critical long-term urban infrastructure needs in a rapidly developing megacity and leverage compressed investment timelines to establish a template for building the green economies and smart cities of the future, including in the United States. However, it will be important that these investments be carried out without adding to overheating pressures.

U.S. and Brazilian industry, working in partnership with federal and local government agencies, would be well positioned to deliver innovative solutions to the challenges of city-scale infrastructure investment. The Task Force welcomes the development of the U.S.-Brazil Joint Initiative on Urban Sustainability (JIUS), as envisioned by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and formally initiated during Obama’s trip to Brazil in March 2011.

The Task Force encourages interagency support for and progress on JIUS, which works to identify and support sector-specific infrastructure investment opportunities in transportation, air quality, water and wastewater, energy, waste, and land redevelopment infrastructure projects. JIUS will leverage planned event investments and focus on green growth and sustainability as a means of jointly ensuring a green, smart, and energy-efficient build-up of major Brazilian infrastructure in advance of major world events.

**EDUCATION**

Access to public education for primary and secondary students eluded Brazil for much of its history. The social welfare program Bolsa Familia has fostered record primary and secondary school enrollment. But by age twelve, Brazilian students, girls especially, begin dropping out; the rate rapidly accelerates at age sixteen, the legal age for formal employment. The quality of public education remains poor and highly variable by state, location within a city, and socioeconomic status. According to
Brazilian national education assessments, between 1995 and 2007, no significant improvement was observed in the levels of learning by Brazilian students in the grades analyzed.

During the same period, Brazil dedicated significant resources to education: conditional cash transfers were first linked with school attendance in 2001, and education spending increased by 66 percent between 2000 and 2007, according to the OECD. Brazil’s public expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP (5.2 percent) is comparable to U.S. spending (5.5 percent) and greater than Russia, India, and China. Yet Brazil ranks well below these other emerging economies in math, science, and reading indicators. Indeed, of the 139 countries reviewed by the World Economic Forum for competitiveness, the overall quality of Brazil’s primary education system was ranked 127. Brazil fared similarly poorly in a December 2010 OECD cross-country study, though it did show marginal improvement in quality of math and science education.10

Historically, Brazil has spent more heavily on higher education. Still, the number of vocational and technical schools in Brazil falls well short of satisfying Brazilian demand for skilled labor.11 Public vocational and technical schools, which expanded under Lula, make up approximately 30 percent of all such institutions. Brazilian tertiary institutions are not training enough students to produce high value-added goods. Private companies often have to educate their own employees. As of 2007, nearly 80 percent (four of every five) of skilled laborers in Brazil undertook a firm-based training program. In a country with massive infrastructure needs, in 2008 only 6 percent of master’s and doctoral degrees were in engineering and architecture. Likewise, only 13 percent of university graduates studied in a science-related field in 2010.

Brazilians often acknowledge that perhaps the most important challenge now before them is to provide universal and quality public education in its primary, secondary, and vocational schools. The Brazilian government has set a target of reaching OECD-education levels by 2021. Brazil’s education ministry and a public-private coalition supporting the UNESCO project Educação para Todos (Education for All) have committed to a spending target of 7 percent of GDP by 2015. Alongside these efforts, Todos pela Educação (Everyone for Education), a movement financed by the private sector, works to bring together civil society organizations, educators and school systems, and public officials to ensure quality basic education for all Brazilian youth by 2022.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force finds that Brazil’s long-term ability to uphold its social contract, sustain its economic trajectory, and solidify its standing as a global power depends on the development of an improved and integrated education system at the primary and secondary levels. An improved education system would not only retain students but also provide quality education with access to opportunities in the workplace and in tertiary education. Likewise, Brazil’s continued economic growth depends on the country’s ability to convert its massive consumer class into a producing one that supports labor demands and generates innovation. This, in turn, requires more efficient investment in all levels of public education and a focus on science and engineering in tertiary education institutions.

As concern about education quality and reform increases in both the United States and Brazil, the Task Force encourages the U.S. Department of Education and leading U.S. practitioners to engage with their Brazilian counterparts and the Brazilian Ministry of Education to share lessons learned and best practices, including the U.S. community college model. The Task Force recommends increased research and exchange partnerships between U.S. and Brazilian universities and academic institutions across a range of subject areas, particularly in fields related to engineering, math and sciences, and international relations.

The Task Force encourages the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs to increase the funding available (through initiatives like the Fulbright program) for American scholars to work and teach in Brazil and for Brazilian counterparts to study and teach in the United States, which requires increased flexibility and timeliness in granting of visas. The Task Force also recommends additional State and Defense Department funding for Portuguese-language programs.

Innovation
Fostering innovation and enterprise is squarely on the domestic and international agenda of the Brazilian government. Indeed, the Ministry of Science and Technology has acknowledged and begun to address Brazil’s deficit in innovation. The Brazilian government also recognizes the importance of technology transfer from abroad as an engine of domestic innovation and growth. Trends are positive as, over the past
five years, the Brazilian government has moved toward the commercialization of innovation, shifting away from the state-based investment in science and technology that characterized the military era and has since remained. For example, the Rousseff administration has moved to privatize Brazil’s civil aviation industry, which has traditionally been controlled by the military.

Research and development (R&D) are underfunded in Brazil relative to other countries, and the funding that is in place does not produce results at the rates seen elsewhere. Notably, Brazil and South Korea had similar levels of GDP per capita thirty years ago. Today, however, South Korea has grown to be more than three times richer than Brazil (in purchasing power parity terms). South Korea invests more than 3 percent of its GDP in innovation; in Brazil the figure is just over 1 percent.

Brazil’s historic and current comparative advantage in commodities has itself distorted the incentive structure for innovation. In 2000, manufactured goods accounted for nearly 60 percent of Brazil’s exports, and primary goods totaled just over 20 percent. In 2009, primary goods overtook manufactured goods—a reversal that starkly illustrates the growing competitive disadvantage. The sheer volume of foreign demand, from India and especially China, for raw goods like soya, iron ore, and beef drives Brazil’s growing emphasis on commodities exporting.

The quality of science education and know-how in Brazilian academia is strong, but the gulf between the academy and ideas reaching the market is large. At universities, leading academics tend to view a disconnection between the scholarly research they conduct and the commercial application of their results. Academia is not viewed as an instrument of economic development as it is in Boston or San Francisco, for example.

Brazil’s inefficient and complex regulatory environment—along with poor infrastructure, inadequate education, high and complex taxes, and rigid labor requirements—make it costly and difficult to commercialize new technology and start new businesses in Brazil. According to the World Bank, it takes 120 days to register a business in Brazil, compared with twenty-two in Chile and just six in the United States.

A tradition of heavy state involvement in industry from the time of Brazil’s independence, through industrialization, and up to the present day has led Brazilians to look to the state for guidance in what and how
Brazil’s Financing Agency for Studies and Projects (FINEP, associated with the Ministry of Science and Technology) has an annual budget of approximately $2.5 billion to fund scientific and technological development, from R&D for large companies to local innovation systems. Annually, FINEP provides financing for three thousand companies in Brazil (both domestic and foreign), the majority of which are start-ups. Moreover, some parastatal companies have themselves been sources of innovation and demonstrate Brazil’s ability to become a world-class innovator in certain scientific and technical sectors.

Brazil increased its agricultural productivity via Embrapa and built the world’s second-largest biofuels industry, as a result of Pro-alcool, the government’s ethanol promotion program. State-controlled Petrobras has likewise emerged at the forefront of deep-sea oil drilling technology. The Fundação Oswaldo Cruz (Fiocruz), a state-funded public health institution, and its Farmanguinhos and Bio-Manguinhos programs in particular, are world-class examples of innovation in the health sector. These successes suggest that state-driven industrial policy can yield significant results on a large scale, although economists are divided over the long-term benefits of state-directed industrial policies. Although Brazil lacks a strong culture of private innovation, individual entrepreneurship is common—one of every eight adults has created his or her own business, one of the highest rates in the world, though many of these businesses are likely outside the formal economy.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force finds that low levels of innovation in Brazil and a dearth of mechanisms needed to foster innovation hamper the country’s potential over the long run. The legacy of heavy state intervention in industry will be hard to overcome, and, indeed, many Brazilians prefer the status quo. Though a drastic shift in the culture of innovation is unlikely in the near term, the Brazilian government can pursue steps to encourage small and medium-sized businesses by beginning to simplify government bureaucracy and by promoting private-sector collaboration with the nation’s universities.

The Task Force urges action within the U.S. Congress to allow technology transfer to accompany Brazilian purchases of U.S. military equipment. These transfers would boost bilateral trade, U.S. industry, and defense cooperation and simultaneously support Brazil’s technology and innovation agenda.
Brazil’s investment in health research is providing tangible benefits and important successes in developing interventions for disease, including HIV/AIDS and the so-called neglected diseases that disproportionately affect low- and middle-income countries (such as malaria, tuberculosis, and leprosy). The Task Force encourages the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the National Institutes of Health to foster partnerships with their Brazilian counterparts to help build global health capacity and collaborate in scientific research projects that could help generate novel diagnostics, therapeutics, and vaccines.
Brazil’s energy and environmental profiles have established it as a major international actor on two of the most central and intimately linked global challenges: energy security and climate change. With as many as 50 billion barrels of oil beneath Brazilian waters, 167 million barrels of annual ethanol production (and plans to increase output to more than 400 million barrels by 2019), hydroelectric dams that supply as much as 75 percent of Brazilian electricity, and the world’s sixth-largest proven uranium reserves, Brazil is poised to become a significant exporter of diverse energy products.

A looming oil boom has generated significant international interest. The Brazilian energy company Petrobras raised $70 billion in 2010 in the world’s largest public share offering. Brazil’s pre-salt finds (oil held in rocks beneath a salt layer deep off Brazil’s coast) are destined to markedly influence Brazil’s economy and politics, and perhaps its environment as well.

The Brazilian energy matrix is among the least carbon intensive of the major economies, and Brazil has made voluntary commitments to reduce carbon output and deforestation (although the rate of deforestation remains significant). The path to a lower-carbon economy requires significant investment (in incentives to prevent deforestation, for example) that could increase GDP and employment, though Brazilians remain concerned that sustainability efforts will hamper growth.

Monitoring and enforcement of climate and deforestation legislation remain difficult and imperfect. Still, energy and environmental issues provide Brazil with its most substantial platform for international influence.
Brazil’s energy matrix is among the least carbon intensive of the major economies because the majority of its electricity is provided by hydropower and other renewable fuels; sugar-based ethanol also provides a large share of transportation fuels. Brazil is also developing its substantial hydrocarbon and uranium resources.

Brazil’s energy position and low level of carbon intensity will be challenging to maintain. Continued industrialization and rising standards of living have created an energy demand that outpaces Brazil’s existing infrastructure. The resulting pressure on the country’s energy infrastructure requires continuous development within all segments of the energy value chain. Perhaps the biggest challenge is for Brazil to do so while maintaining renewable energy’s share of the energy mix, currently at 50 percent.

Labor and land-use concerns, including the potential impact on biodiversity in the Cerrado and Amazon, challenge continued growth in ethanol production. At the same time, electricity production is diversifying away from hydropower toward greater natural-gas-fired generation, as most new large-capacity sites are located far from demand centers or in environmentally sensitive areas such as the Amazon.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force finds that energy is and will remain a critical component of Brazil’s economic and political agenda, driven by rising per capita energy consumption, development of substantial domestic energy resources, and the need to expand existing energy infrastructure. Brazil’s investment in this industry is a primary example of its domestic and international agendas reinforcing each other. The United States and Brazil have common interests in improving energy efficiency, reducing carbon intensity, promoting the development of biofuels, expanding the use of natural gas, and managing offshore oil exploration and development.

The Task Force applauds the formation of a bilateral Strategic Energy Dialogue, announced by Obama and Rousseff, to address a broad range of energy issues, including the safe and sustainable development of Brazil’s deepwater oil and gas resources, as well as cooperation on biofuels and other renewals, energy efficiency, and civilian nuclear energy. The dialogue aims to encourage energy partnerships,
create jobs in both countries, make energy supplies more secure, and help address the challenge of climate change. The Task Force urges both countries to ensure that this initiative becomes a self-sustaining endeavor that brings together government officials, regulators, and the private sector to engage in conversation, cooperation, and collaboration where appropriate.

**PRE-SALT DEPOSITS**

The opening of the oil sector to competition in 1997 and partial privatization of Petrobras ushered in an era of rapid growth in oil production and exploration investment. Privatization of many of the state-owned power distribution and generation companies during the same period also boosted investment in distribution networks and new power-generation capacity. Brazil’s oil production more than doubled after liberalization, reaching 2.6 million barrels per day in 2009 and transforming Brazil from an oil importer to a net exporter. Petrobras remains the dominant actor in the industry but is joined by more than forty domestic and international companies actively investing in the nearly five hundred upstream exploration and production blocks that have been auctioned to date.

The 2006 discovery of the Tupi field in the pre-salt formation opened one of the world’s most important new oil frontiers. According to Brazil’s national oil regulator, Agência Nacional do Petróleo, pre-salt reserves could hold as many as fifty billion to eighty billion barrels of recoverable hydrocarbons—potentially six times Brazil’s current proven reserves of just under thirteen billion barrels. If proven, these estimates would place Brazil among the world’s ten largest oil reserve holders, or in the range between those of Russia and Venezuela. The pre-salt reserves have the potential to make Brazil a major global oil exporter. Pre-salt oil may begin flowing in large volumes over the next five to seven years. According to optimistic predictions, Brazil may produce up to four million barrels of oil per day by 2010, one million barrels as net exports.

Brazil is one of just a few countries in the Western Hemisphere—Canada being another—that will significantly increase oil production over the next decade. Despite the difficulties of doing business in Brazil, the Brazilian oil sector is one of only a handful of attractive resource bases in the world that welcomes foreign investment. Indeed, in late
2010, Petrobras raised $70 billion in the world’s largest share offering. However, the capitalization raised some concerns of politicization as the government assumed even greater control of Petrobras and minority shareholder value diminished.

The pre-salt deposits hold great promise, but many daunting challenges remain. The reservoir’s geophysical characteristics and its position below miles of salt and water make it technically difficult to develop. Its location more than three hundred kilometers offshore—a distance too great to supply via helicopter without an interim staging platform—and its relatively high share of carbon dioxide and associated natural gas greatly increase the logistical complexity of producing the oil. Brazil’s revised oil law designates Petrobras as the operator in any development and imposes strict local content requirements. This will put an unprecedented strain on the ability of both Petrobras and the country in general to supply the required capital, raw materials, equipment, and management and manpower capabilities.

Concern about the risks of too many simultaneous projects and deteriorating investment climates has led Petrobras to scale back its activities in South America, focusing on domestic investments and new projects in West Africa, the U.S. Gulf, and Australia, where Petrobras’s deepwater capabilities provide synergies and a competitive advantage.

Finally, Brazil’s politicians continue to debate how best to divide and spend the government revenues that are anticipated to come from pre-salt development. Notably, 50 percent of pre-salt oil revenues will support state-run socioeconomic programs. In the past, the states that held the physical resource received the lion’s share of oil revenues. The new pre-salt regime proposes more even sharing among all Brazilian states, benefiting the interior and poorer states in the northeast at the expense of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. The final details remain to be worked out within the enabling legislation and regulations that will build on the basic legal framework enacted in 2010.

Conclusions and Recommendations
As Brazil develops its pre-salt oil and thereby diversifies global energy suppliers, the Task Force considers greater oil exports from Brazil to be in the United States’ strategic interest. As the United States seeks to diversify its energy supply, increased imports from Brazil could help reduce its dependency on exports from less stable countries. Though
the United States will not have a significant influence on the trajectory of pre-salt development, the Ex-Im Bank, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, and the U.S. Trade and Development Agency can provide financing to U.S. companies to facilitate their participation.

The Task Force recognizes that Brazil’s pre-salt oil will have a dramatic effect on Brazil as the country reinvents itself as an energy power and develops a regulatory and distribution framework that corresponds to Brazilian priorities.

Given the 2010 deepwater oil accident and spill in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, the Task Force is mindful of the risks of deep-sea drilling. Developing this resource poses significant technical, logistical, environmental, and political challenges, and the timing and pace of production growth is uncertain. The Task Force encourages the U.S. government to convey the lessons learned from the BP Macondo well disaster and welcomes the government-sponsored workshop series that was formed in early 2011 by the United States and Brazil to share best practices on safe development of offshore resources. The United States can build on this existing bilateral mechanism to launch a multilateral effort that includes relevant private sector and government participants from other deepwater producers such as Norway, Australia, Nigeria, Angola, and other emerging producers in Africa.

**Natural Gas**

Natural gas consumption, which accounts for just 9 percent of Brazil’s energy use, compared with 24 percent in the United States, is increasing rapidly, driven by expanding gas-fired power generation and growing industrial demand. Two floating liquefied natural gas terminals allow Brazil to import gas from beyond its neighbors (supplies from South America, though sufficient, tend to be less reliable). The Task Force notes that Petrobras’s dominance in the gas sector has prevented the development of a competitive domestic gas market and may hamper efforts to diversify sources of electricity generation.

Brazil imports roughly 25 percent of the gas it consumes from Bolivia—a relationship once strained by Bolivia’s 2006 nationalization of its oil and natural gas sector (including assets held by Petrobras, now profitable again). Rousseff, who is deepening attention to and relations with other Mercosul (Southern Common Market) countries (Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay), may enhance engagement with Argentina.
and Bolivia to pursue more consistent supply from the neighborhood. This is an example of how Rousseff’s prioritization of South American integration, albeit bound to encounter obstacles, serves her diplomatic and domestic growth agenda. Future gas production from the pre-salt formation will greatly reduce Brazil’s reliance on Bolivia and may allow Brazil to export gas as liquefied natural gas. In the near term, however, and until pre-salt gas production comes online, Brazil will increase its imports of natural gas.

**ELECTRICITY**

Brazilian demand for electricity, driven by increasing electrification, industrialization, and a growing middle class able to afford household electronics, is expected to grow by 50 percent over the next decade. This rapid demand growth maintains constant pressure on the system to add new generation capacity.

Hydropower currently accounts for 75 percent of current installed capacity and as much as 85 percent of generation. Though a number of large hydro projects are planned or under construction, hydro’s share of power generation is declining. Brazil has already developed roughly half of its economically viable hydropower potential, causing most new sites to be increasingly distant from the large demand centers in the southeast. In addition, many of the most technically attractive sites are located in environmentally sensitive areas, such as the Amazon, which draws opposition from indigenous and environmental groups, complicates the environmental licensing process, and often delays construction.

Because of these difficulties, Brazil will likely pursue more small- and medium-scale projects—those generating fifty megawatts or less, which Brazilians call micro-hydro—and is expected to rely increasingly on natural gas for its incremental electricity needs.

Brazil’s reliance on hydropower may also make it vulnerable to climatic shifts in rainfall. Rainfall extremes—both droughts and floods—are expected to become more exaggerated throughout Brazil, making water storage and flow management capability more valuable. Paradoxically, such measures in response to climate charge are at odds with the trend toward smaller reservoirs, which are themselves intended to limit the environmental footprint of new hydropower developments.
Greater fuel diversification, particularly greater use of nuclear power or natural-gas-fired generation, has been promoted to reduce Brazil’s exposure to drought-induced reductions in hydro availability, which was a primary cause of Brazil’s deep power shortage and rationing between 2001 and 2002. Renewable energy technologies, particularly wind and biomass, are supported through specific subsidies as well as special auctions for contracts with power distributors. Brazil is revitalizing its nuclear industry, with the ultimate goal of sourcing all enriched uranium domestically.

In addition to supplying electricity for domestic consumption, Brazil intends to explore, exploit, and enrich uranium for export (a right provided for in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, of which Brazil is a signatory). The government has resumed construction of a third nuclear power plant, is planning four additional plants over the next twenty years, and is expanding its uranium enrichment facilities. Recently, however, Brazil’s turn to nuclear power has come under increasing domestic scrutiny after the devastating effects of the March 2011 earthquake and tsunami on Japan’s nuclear reactors.

Conclusions
The Task Force finds that, although Brazil currently has one of the highest shares of renewable energy in power generation in the world, this share will be steadily eroded by continued demand growth, environmental challenges to large hydro projects, and the desire for greater fuel diversity. Areas of mutual interest with the United States include hydropower development and repowering, expanding and strengthening long-distance transmission capacity, the development and deployment of smart grid technologies and processes, and managing greater natural gas use (albeit through different technologies) in an environmentally sensitive way.

Ethanol
Sugar ethanol has played an important role in Brazil’s energy sector since the energy crisis of the 1970s. Brazil is a major global ethanol producer, consumer, and exporter, and plans to double biofuels production over the next decade. Increased production will primarily satisfy domestic demand, though exports are expected to triple to 180,000
barrels per day by 2020. Total ethanol production is now in excess of 430,000 barrels per day, roughly 80 percent of which serves the domestic market. The development of flex-fuel vehicles, which are able to run on any mixture of ethanol and gasoline, in the early 2000s greatly increased ethanol’s popularity with consumers.23

Brazil’s ethanol industry is consolidating as small producers are absorbed and major energy actors such as Petrobras and Shell enter the industry. Logistical constraints, particularly in transporting ethanol from local producers to major markets, have slowed the pace of development in recent years. Several pipeline projects are now under development to relieve the bottlenecks. In addition, concerns about labor conditions and the potential for expanded sugarcane cultivation to push other agricultural activity into the Amazon region have raised sustainability questions.

To meet future biofuel mandates, the United States will likely have to increase its biofuel imports from Brazil. With the U.S. ethanol industry now showing support for phasing out ethanol tariffs in exchange for long-term production credits and infrastructure incentives, American policymakers could use this as an opening within the U.S.-Brazil relationship. American budget hawks see the elimination of the tariffs (at fifty-four cents per gallon on imported ethanol) as a quick win, and industry supporters are increasingly open to greater imports as it becomes clear that meeting future biofuel targets without them will be impossible.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Brazil and the United States are the dominant countries in ethanol production and consumption; their combined 89 percent share of the global ethanol market offers significant opportunities for cooperation. Many bilateral programs have focused on jointly developing related technology and establishing standards and international structures to promote a global ethanol market.

Even as Brazil and the United States work to develop biofuels production capacity in third countries, protectionist U.S. policy toward imported sugar ethanol remains a barrier to developing a global free market for ethanol. The Task Force recommends that the Obama administration make the case in the U.S. Congress for tariff and subsidy reductions or eliminations as smart trade, clean energy, and strategic foreign policies.
Understanding the contentious U.S. political environment, the Task Force encourages Congress to include an elimination of the ethanol tariff in any reform to the ethanol and biofuel tax credit regime. The Task Force recommends that the United States use the proposed tariff elimination to negotiate reductions in barriers for U.S. goods to Brazil. This mutual reduction of tariffs in the name of climate change mitigation could then be promoted as a model for similar agreements between other countries and serve to allay fears that climate-related criteria could be used to increase trade barriers in developing countries. In the interim, the United States can take steps to facilitate a larger integrated ethanol market by cooperating with Brazilians to align biofuels standards.

**CLIMATE CHANGE**

Brazil’s economic success has brought both environmental benefits and challenges. Rising living standards have made environmental protection more of a priority for both the public and the government. At the same time, however, economic growth has brought higher consumption of goods and energy, as well as greater changes in land use to support agricultural expansion.

Brazil’s continued economic rise will increase threats to its environment even as its economic wherewithal to address those threats grows. For example, Brazil’s growing electricity demand drives greater use of natural-gas-fired power generation and a growing automobile fleet increases gasoline and diesel demand. Development of the pre-salt oil resources risks acute environmental damage as well, as a major accident could damage Brazil’s “blue Amazon.” Deforestation of the Amazon rainforest, though generally on the decline, remains a major challenge and the primary source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Brazil.

**Conclusions**

The Rousseff administration’s efforts to mitigate GHG emissions and international efforts to strengthen global commitments to combat climate change will likely come second to Brazil’s higher priorities of economic growth and social development. Nevertheless, many areas of climate change mitigation are of mutual interest to Brazil and the United States, opening significant opportunities for cooperation.
**BRAZIL’S ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE**

Brazil’s relatively green energy sector is recognized as an innovator in environmentally friendly economic development. In fact, GHG emissions from energy use and industrial processes—sectors that are responsible for the majority of emissions worldwide—account for only 20 percent of Brazil’s total emissions.

As home to 60 percent of the Amazon rainforest—an area equal in size to the entire European Union—as well as the Cerrado plains and Pantanal wetlands, Brazil hosts flora and fauna that are among the world’s most extensive and diverse. Though the Amazon is a major carbon sink and regulator of the global climate, it is also highly susceptible to temperature changes. Current climate models disagree about the impact of rising temperatures on the seasonality and volume of rainfall in this complex ecosystem. However, most predict greater extremes in periodic droughts and floods, and some suggest that even moderate temperature increases could result in a large-scale die-back of the jungle, with profound consequences for rainfall patterns and carbon cycles across the continent and globe.

The Amazon’s importance in mitigating climate change and its vulnerability to rising temperatures make forestry management a dominant issue in Brazil’s domestic climate change policymaking and its position in international negotiations. Indeed, deforestation in the Amazon alone accounted for 45 percent of the country’s total GHG emissions in 2005. Agricultural expansion drives much of the land-use changes, and agriculture and livestock land use, from subsistence farmers to international agribusiness, together form the second-largest source of GHG emissions in Brazil.

**BRAZIL’S CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION EFFORTS**

Climate change has become increasingly important to the Brazilian people, driven by rising per capita income and growing awareness of the issue. Recent polls indicate that roughly 50 percent of Brazilians consider the environment to be their greatest concern, and 90 percent judge global climate change to be a serious problem—nearly double the number of Americans who hold a similar view. The Brazilian government’s expanding effort to reduce GHG emissions reflects this rising public awareness.
Previous government programs that helped create Brazil’s current low-carbon economy, including the Pro-alcool program that supports ethanol and large-scale hydropower plants, were foremost economic development projects, with the resulting environmental benefits of secondary concern. Similar dual-benefit programs continue, such as dedicated auctions for renewable power generation capacity and energy efficiency programs like Procel and Reluz (electricity) and Conpet (natural gas and petroleum).

More directly focused on climate change, the Brazilian government has implemented policies to limit deforestation under an umbrella Action Plan for the Prevention and Control of Deforestation in the Legal Amazon. It has also created extensive land- and space-based monitoring systems and established large areas protected from economic development. Brazil has also implemented innovative programs to reconcile rural poverty and land clearing, such as the Bolsa Floresta (Forest Grant), which makes conditional cash payments related to forest preservation and is modeled on the highly successful Bolsa Familia program.

In 2010, following the Copenhagen Accord, Brazil submitted to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) a voluntary emissions-reduction plan codified in Brazilian law through the establishment of a National Policy on Climate Change. This plan proposes to reduce Brazil’s business as usual (BAU) emissions by some 36 to 39 percent, or roughly one billion metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO₂) equivalency, by 2020 in eleven targets areas.

Reducing deforestation in the Amazon and the Cerrado alone is expected to account for more than 60 percent of the proposed reductions. Agricultural programs are expected to provide 14 to 16 percent and energy-related programs a further 17 to 20 percent. If fully implemented, the plan would reduce Brazil’s GHG emissions to roughly 1.7 billion metric tons, or almost 10 percent below the 2005 reported emissions. To put these figures in perspective, these reductions imply that 2020 GHG emissions per unit of GDP would be roughly 47 percent lower than in 2005, assuming that Brazil’s average economic growth over the next decade is the same as the most recent historical average.

Conclusions
Despite Brazil’s goals, mitigating climate change often conflicts with other governmental priorities, such as poverty reduction, economic
development, and expansion of trade. Reducing Amazon deforestation competes with large-scale hydropower development and construction of transcontinental highways to link Brazil’s hinterland with the Pacific Ocean. Reductions in land-use and agricultural emissions compete with Brazil’s growing agricultural sector. Even the proposed reduction plans have limited capacity and can offset each other—expanding biofuels and hydropower may result in greater land-use emissions. The Task Force warns that these conflicts can reduce the effectiveness of GHG reduction programs and put their sustainability at risk.

The Task Force welcomes Brazil’s aggressive position toward reducing domestic GHG emissions, going materially beyond its obligations under current climate agreements. Achieving these goals, however, will be complicated by multiple competing priorities of economic growth, social development, and trade.

INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Brazil’s green credentials—particularly its recent successes in reducing deforestation in the Amazon, its low-carbon energy sector, and its voluntary plan to dramatically reduce emissions by 2020 despite the upward pressure on emissions that comes from rapid economic growth—and its position as a leading developing economy give it a credible platform to mediate between developing and developed countries.

Brazil shares strategic interests with many diverse countries, making it a natural bridge between many negotiating blocs and an active participant in global climate negotiations. Indeed, Brazil has long played an active role in this arena. The 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development was held in Rio de Janeiro, and Brazil was the first signatory of the resulting UNFCCC.

Brazil’s stance on deforestation programs has shifted significantly in recent years, moving from being a major impediment to the inclusion of forestry programs in the global climate debate to proposing its own detailed plan to manage the Amazon at the Bali conference in 2007. Brazil’s growing confidence and greater willingness to propose its own agenda has translated into a higher profile in climate change negotiations. As a member of the BASIC negotiating bloc, which also includes South Africa, India, and China, Brazil played a more prominent role in the negotiations at Copenhagen (COP-15) and Cancún (COP-16). This was most notable in Cancún, where Brazil helped
manage the Bolivian delegation’s concerns to ensure that these did not derail the wider debate.

As a non–Annex 1 signatory of the Kyoto Protocol, Brazil has been a major participant in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). Brazil is host to the third-largest number of CDM projects: 100 registered projects and 350 more in the accreditation pipeline—together roughly 7 percent of the global total. These projects are, by definition, discrete and measureable projects that reduce carbon emissions from a projected BAU outlook. Brazil’s projects focus almost exclusively on the energy sector—primarily biomass cogeneration, small hydro, wind, and fuel switching—although five of the registered projects, totaling 12 percent of expected emissions reductions, center on capturing methane emissions from landfill waste.

Nonetheless, like many developing economies, Brazil is wary of international programs—particularly those related to land use and the Amazon—that may infringe upon its sovereignty or constrain its economic growth. Brazil has also criticized project-oriented programs such as CDM and Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (UN-REDD), arguing that a more wide-ranging approach is needed to avoid carbon leakage (displacement of carbon-emitting activities rather than a true reduction of them).

Under the Rousseff administration, Brazil’s commitment to combating climate change is expected to continue, albeit in the context of a firm focus on economic growth. Rousseff is quite familiar with climate change issues, having formerly been the minister of mines and energy and the leader of Brazil’s delegation to COP-15. Her inauguration speech directly addressed Brazil’s obligation to prove that economic growth can be environmentally sustainable.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force recognizes that, like all of Rousseff’s initiatives, climate change goals will be linked to domestic growth priorities. Internationally, Brazil will likely continue to position itself as an intermediary between developed and developing nations—acting as an example to developing countries of how sustainable development can be achieved and maintaining the need for differentiated responsibilities and greater reduction efforts from developed countries.

Agreement on the path of the UNFCCC process is unlikely in the near term because Brazil wants a legally binding agreement and the United
States will not pursue one. Still, the Task Force urges both the United States and Brazil to continue the constructive and pragmatic approach outlined at the 2010 Cancún summit by beginning to implement the adaptation, mitigation, transparency, technology, and financing steps shaped by the summit’s parties. The Task Force also encourages Brazil and the United States to focus on bilateral climate change mitigation efforts, which offer ample opportunity for cooperation, especially with respect to agriculture and land use, forestry, and subnational cooperation between states and regions.

The Task Force recognizes that the importance and complexity of the Amazon suggest it should be managed comprehensively, coordinating all relevant parties to help preserve it from climate change, deforestation, and fire. As a steward of the largest share of the Amazon and as the largest economy in the region, Brazil has a natural role in leading cooperation across cultures, political jurisdictions, research disciplines, and industries. The Task Force recommends the United States, where possible, use its voice in international financial institutions and other multilateral settings to help mobilize resources that can support Brazil’s coordination.

There is ample scope for the United States and Brazil to work together to improve climate modeling and data gathering capabilities, particularly in the Amazon region. Current climate forecasting models inadequately model the potential consequences of climate change on the Amazon rainforest and other Brazilian ecosystems. Brazil has established a number of international research groups and programs to improve global understanding of the Amazon, its role in regulating the global climate, and its vulnerability to climate change.

The Task Force encourages greater U.S. support for and collaboration with Brazil’s programs that monitor deforestation and climate change, which advance understanding of Brazil’s complex ecosystems and improve the utility of global climate models in general. These programs include: the Large-scale Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia, a program focused on understanding the role of the Amazon in global environmental change; the National Institute for Space Research’s (INPE) various real-time space- and land-based deforestation monitoring systems; regional and global climate models being jointly developed by Brazil and South Africa; and the Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic, which studies ocean-atmosphere interactions. These bilateral efforts would help
further Brazil’s space-related science and technology ambitions while addressing deforestation and climate change and the relationship between them. The U.S.-Brazil biofuels memorandum of understanding (MOU) is a good example of both countries jointly promoting the adoption of climate-friendly technologies in third countries, though execution could be strengthened. The Task Force encourages the development of similar efforts to reduce deforestation, such as the Bolsa Floresta conservation program, in third-party countries.
Brazil as a Regional and Global Diplomat

Because Brazil’s presence is now felt globally, long-standing powers—the United States in particular—are grappling with how to perceive, predict, and work in concert (where and when appropriate) with Brazil. As a nonpermanent member of the UNSC from 2010 through 2011, Brazil has engaged in debates on the world’s most pressing security issues, including Libya, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and nuclear disarmament and nonproliferation generally and with respect to Iran.

To increase the influence of nontraditional powers and advance a South-South agenda, Brazil joined with Russia, India, and China to create the BRIC forum. The BRICS group—which, as of 2011, includes South Africa—held its first formal summit in 2009 to respond to the global financial crisis and has since focused primarily on economic coordination.30

Brazil has also operated within the IBSA forum, established by India, Brazil, and South Africa in 2003 to strengthen economic partnerships between them and coordinate efforts on world trade negotiations and UNSC expansion. Likewise, Brazil has worked with the other BASIC countries to organize common positions going into UN climate change conferences.

Brazilian peacekeepers, under the auspices of the UN, are stationed across the world, especially in lusophone Africa and in Haiti, where Brazil has led the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) since 2004 and made among the earliest and largest financial contributions there since the 2010 earthquake. Brazilian multinational corporations operate and invest across Asia, Africa, Europe, and North and South America. Brazil also plays a leading role within longstanding and newly formed regional institutions (such as the Union of South American Nations and the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States), most of which eschew U.S. membership in order to foster a South American or Latin American identity.
Brazil has historically benefitted from working within existing global governance institutions and regimes. Therefore Brazil seeks not to upend these institutions but to adapt and employ them as platforms to advance Brazilian interests. Brazil encourages reform that would restructure these organizations to more accurately reflect and advance an emerging multipolar order. In this vein, Brazil has long argued for better representation for emerging and developing nations in the UN, World Bank, IMF, and WTO.

THE UNITED NATIONS

Brazil has a long history of frustrated attempts to gain a seat at the global high table at the United Nations.³¹ Movement toward Security Council reform was reenergized in 2010 with the start of new text-based intergovernmental negotiations, but the overhaul remains a distant prospect.

Beginning in the early 1990s, Germany, Japan, and India joined Brazil to form the Group of Four (G4) in a concerted effort to join the UNSC as permanent members. The G4 advocates for six additional permanent seats—two each from Asia and Africa and one each from Latin America and Europe—and four nonpermanent ones. In an effort to compromise, the G4 would accept new permanent seats without a veto.

Arguing that the UNSC represents an outdated postwar international order, both Brazil and Germany have reasoned that their membership in an expanded UNSC would increase the body’s legitimacy and thus its effectiveness. Brazil bases its case for a seat also on being South America’s largest country in terms of territory, population, and economy. Notably, although Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina, and Colombia have, at various times, contested Brazil’s readiness to represent the region, neither the current permanent members nor the members of the G4 contend that UNSC membership is grounded exclusively in geographic representation.

Brazil and its allies within the IBSA forum also stress the need to expand the permanent and nonpermanent membership of the UNSC. Brazil counts on backing from other partners as well. In 2010, the Community of Portuguese Language Countries—which includes Portugal, Brazil, Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, São Tomé and Príncipe, and East Timor—affirmed their support for Brazil’s bid
for a UNSC permanent seat. Major powers such as the United Kingdom, France, and Russia likewise support Brazil’s inclusion.

Brazil’s participation in UN peacekeeping missions has also bolstered its case for permanent UNSC membership. Brazilians have participated in over twenty UN peacekeeping operations since 1985. Under UN auspices, Brazil has sent troops or observers to lusophone Africa in particular, including Angola and Mozambique, and is now working with the UN Office on Drugs and Crime to build a police training academy in Guinea-Bissau. As a nonpermanent UNSC member during the 1990s, Brazil did not vote in favor of peacekeeping missions in Haiti. Over the next several years, however, Brazil’s foreign policy establishment increasingly warmed to working with and within multilateral institutions. In 2004, Brazil volunteered to lead MINUSTAH. Brazil responded to the January 2010 Haitian earthquake with increased financial and personnel support in Haiti, reaffirming its commitment to Haiti’s development and to UN peacekeeping.

Generally, though, the Task Force finds that Brazilian contributions to the UN could be expanded: Brazil ranks fourteenth among UN troop contributors, behind its much smaller neighbor Uruguay and trailing India and Nigeria, among others; it also provides less than 1 percent of the UN’s regular budget—and only 0.2 percent of the peacekeeping budget.

Brazil’s divergence from the P5 to negotiate a nuclear swap deal with Iran and Turkey in 2010, followed by Brazil’s vote against the P5-supported round of sanctions, directly contradicts the U.S. strategic objective of containing Iran’s nuclear ambitions. Brazil is nevertheless fully implementing the sanctions and it appears that the United States has left the door open for Brazil’s eventual permanent UNSC membership. In a joint press conference with the Brazilian foreign minister in February 2011 ahead of Obama’s trip, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton remarked, “We very much admire Brazil’s growing global leadership and its aspiration to be a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council. We look forward to a constructive dialogue with Brazil on this issue during President Obama’s trip and going forward. We believe that there are many, many areas of leadership multilaterally that Brazil will be demonstrating, and we want to support those efforts.”

While in Brasilia, Obama stopped short of endorsing Brazil, but rather affirmed the general disposition to “make sure that the new
realities of the twenty-first century are reflected in international institutions ... including the United Nations, where Brazil aspires to a seat on the Security Council.” Obama’s 2010 endorsement of India as a permanent member of the Security Council bodes well for Brazil generally, in the sense that U.S. support for UNSC reform is marked. Unlike India, Brazil renounced its military nuclear program decades ago and signed on to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. Endorsing Brazil would send a strong signal that those who abide by the rules of multilateral treaties and institutions are to be rewarded.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force welcomes President Obama and Secretary Clinton’s encouragement of and openness to discuss Brazil’s pursuit of a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. But the Task Force recommends that the Obama administration now fully endorse Brazil’s permanent UNSC membership. The Task Force believes that Brazil’s prospective permanent membership on the UNSC would compel it toward increased responsibility and accountability on a host of global issues. The Task Force encourages the administration to address important regional, diplomatic, multilateral, and global governance dimensions of such a step as it engages Brazil in an intense dialogue on this matter.

The 2010 U.S. National Security Strategy acknowledged that the “international architecture of the 20th century is buckling” and Obama already has backed UNSC reform and expansion, arguing in India that a “just and sustainable international order” includes “a United Nations that is efficient, effective, credible, and legitimate.” The Task Force agrees that an expanded UNSC is in the interest of the United States. In this light, an endorsement of Brazil as a permanent member of the UNSC comes not at the expense of Germany, Japan, or India (Brazil’s fellow G4 members), but rather smooths the path for their accession as well.

A formal endorsement from the United States for Brazil would go far to overcome lingering suspicion within the Brazilian government that the U.S. commitment to a mature relationship between equals is largely rhetorical. With reform years away, there is little to lose and much to gain from official U.S. support for a permanent Brazilian seat now.

With Brazil as a permanent UNSC member, Brazil and the United States would necessarily work together on all major international security, development, and humanitarian challenges going forward,
potentially creating the conditions for closer U.S.-Brazil relations and cooperation across an even wider range of issues, including within the region. For the United States, building a Brazil strategy is not a zero-sum game with respect to U.S. ties in Latin America. Indeed, the Task Force encourages the United States to develop a robust bilateral, regional, and global affairs dialogue with the other countries of Latin America.

Discussion of this important issue should include an extensive review of possible repercussions, including the impact on U.S. relationships in the region, such as with Canada and Mexico. Even as the rationale for a Brazilian seat on a reformed UNSC extends well beyond regional criteria, the Task Force urges Brazil, with responsibility as a pivotal power in the region and globally, to take account of Latin American views of global issues.

**ABSTentions**

In general, Brazil is deferential to self-determination and sovereignty and will likely maintain its pattern of frequent abstention at the UN. The Task Force advises U.S. policymakers to understand that Brazil’s abstention does not necessarily reflect disagreement with the thrust of a resolution. Rather, Brazilians use the abstention to express frustration with unsystematic treatment of issues, often raising, for example, the contradiction of the international community’s censuring of Iran but not of Saudi Arabia. In Brazilian foreign policy, explanations accompanying abstentions are a way to express concern while upholding insistence on universality.

Abstention with explanations may seem to U.S. policymakers like equivocation. The Task Force encourages U.S. policymakers to regard Brazil’s different approach at the UN within the framework of their maturing friendship: mutual interests will not always result in identical action. Brazilians see their abstention as a way of exercising global leadership, not as an abdication of responsibility, and they note that an abstention is not a “no” vote. At the same time, Brazil does not risk losing its independence when it votes with the United States from time to time.

**Human Rights**

The Task Force is encouraged by President Rousseff’s stated commitment to human rights. Rousseff’s personal history has placed a
spotlight on human rights, and Brazil is lending its voice to advance the many dimensions of and threats to human rights across the world. Rousseff signaled Brazil’s coming emphasis on international human rights and a departure from her predecessor when, during her first media interview after her election, she asserted that she would not have abstained on a 2010 UN human rights resolution on Iran. Early in the Rousseff presidency, Brazil has made overtures on human rights issues in Latin America, the Middle East, and Iran, and Rousseff maintained the position of the special secretary for human rights as a cabinet-level position.

The Task Force also notes that Brazil has made a considerable contribution to the improvement of human rights of its citizens in recent years. Brazil’s historic transition from a military-led to a democratically elected government has produced economic growth and an opening of society, and that has dramatically reduced poverty and childhood malnutrition by nearly 80 percent.

Presidents Obama and Rousseff can be powerful voices calling for racial, ethnic, and gender equality in their own countries and abroad, having broken barriers as the first African-American president in the United States and the first female president in Brazil. Likewise, both President Rousseff and Secretary Clinton have identified the importance of girls’ education and the advancement of women as matters of development and security and can use their bona fides to further elevate this issue both domestically and abroad.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Brazil would strengthen its human rights credentials and influence within the UN Human Rights Council were it to apply universality to itself as assiduously as it demands it from others. For example, the number of extrajudicial executions by police is extremely high: Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo police forces combined kill more than one thousand people each year. Brazil has not yet passed legislation that would establish a truth commission to investigate dictatorship-era human rights abuses. The Task Force welcomes Brazil’s voice and positive influence in advancing human rights throughout the Americas and internationally and encourages Brazil and the United States to seek ways to cooperate generally with respect to human rights.

The Task Force encourages both the United States and Brazil to make a pledge of support to the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women, which was established in
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2010 and has received no Brazilian or U.S. government financial contributions to date.

**INTERNATIONAL TRADE**

Brazil aims to restructure global trade architecture to advance both trade liberalization and more equitable access to markets while also providing a degree of protection to its domestic markets and participants. Brazil, along with India, spearheaded the creation of the G20 developing nations in Cancún in 2003 to strengthen their negotiating power within the WTO. (Brazil’s role in the financial G20 is addressed below.)

As a bridge between the developed and developing worlds, Brazil alternately compromises on its commitment to liberalization and its solidarity with developing nations, which, like Brazil itself, are at times inclined toward industrial and farm protectionism. For example, Brazil has supported exceptions from tariff limits for “special products” in developing countries confronted by a surge of imports. On the other hand, in 2008, Brazil broke from Argentina, China, and India to endorse a proposal that would lower the ceiling on U.S. agricultural subsidies in exchange for cuts to industrial tariffs.

The Task Force expects that near-term agreement on the Doha Development Agenda is unlikely; in the meantime, Brazil—within the G20 and independently—will likely continue to balance its free trade interests with its persistent desire to elevate the influence and interests of developing nations within trade negotiations. This duality of interests reflects the duality within Brazil as both a developed and developing country.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**
The Task Force welcomes the new agreement on trade and economic cooperation and the establishment of a U.S.-Brazil Commission on Economic and Trade Relations, announced during the presidential visit in March 2011. The commission seeks to promote bilateral economic and trade cooperation, including advocating for the removal of trade and investment obstacles, particularly in the regulatory field. Although achieving resolutions on issues of subsidies and market access will remain difficult, the Task Force encourages trade discussions within the yearly framework established. The U.S. trade representative and Brazilian counterparts should focus first on less controversial issues on which interests are aligned, such as trade facilitation and customs
modernization. The Task Force also calls on both countries to step away from protectionist practices and subsidies and to embrace a more open trade architecture.

The settlement of the U.S.-Brazil cotton dispute in 2010 (which avoided WTO-authorized Brazilian retaliation for U.S. subsidies) was based on the premise that the Obama administration would work with the U.S. Congress to bring its agricultural subsidy regime into compliance with WTO norms in the next farm bill in 2012. The Task Force applauds this step and encourages implementation.

**GLOBAL FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE**

Formally known as the Group of Twenty Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors, the G20 aims to give greater representation to emerging economies that did not belong to, and whose interests were therefore not represented directly by, the G8. At the height of the financial crisis, Brazil sought to solidify its leadership and credibility in the G20 by making a $10 billion one-off contribution to the IMF. Given the G20’s inherent emphasis on developing but underrepresented economies, Brazil is a natural leader within the group. Brazil has worked within the G20 to advance its protracted efforts to increase voting rights for emerging economies within the IMF and World Bank, and a number of reforms have increased Brazil’s voting power.

Brazil will likely continue its efforts toward restructuring the architecture of global institutions and regimes so that they better reflect the emergence of nontraditional powers. Brazil has already proven successful at increasing official voting shares within global financial institutions, though not to the extent it desires. With Brazil’s priority—reform of the IMF and World Bank—at least partially addressed, the Task Force expects that Brazil will advocate against protectionist measures and budget cuts in rich countries, continue to argue for stricter government oversight mechanisms and balancing of financial markets, and emphasize avoiding what it considers the manipulation—especially the artificially low valuations—of U.S. and Chinese currencies.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**
The Task Force recognizes Brazil’s voice in the G20 and Bretton Woods institutions. The Task Force notes that ceding space to emerging
powers in the Bretton Woods institutions ultimately strengthens global institutions. The Task Force welcomes U.S. support for the opening of membership in important international bodies such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to G20 members, including Brazil, as well as U.S. support for changes in quotas and shares in the IMF and World Bank, and the Task Force recognizes Brazil’s constructive role in advocating these changes.

Moving forward, the Task Force sees a positive agenda for the United States and Brazil in the G20, the international financial institutions, the FSB, and other international bodies dealing with financial and monetary affairs such as financial regulatory reform, global imbalances, currency policy, the availability of credit in both recovering and developing economies, combating money laundering, and a development agenda that builds on Brazil’s strong experience with conditional cash transfers.

**BRAZIL AND ITS REGION**

By far the largest country in South America—in terms of land mass, population, and economy—Brazil borders ten of the continent’s twelve other countries. One of the last countries in South America to transition from a monarchy and to abolish slavery, Brazil did not experience a convulsive anticolonial revolution (against, in its case, the Portuguese crown). With an atypical history and different identity from its neighbors, Brazil hesitates to characterize itself as Latin American, emphasizing instead its status as a South American nation. At the same time, the region is often reluctant to accept the Portuguese-speaking giant as one of its own. Growing interdependence between Brazil and its neighbors further complicates the distinctions and asymmetries, which are reflected in relationships at once characterized by ambivalence, indifference, tension, and deference.

Brazil is escalating investment and trade throughout the region. The growing Brazilian economy depends on further infrastructure and energy integration across the continent. Given Brazil’s nine-thousand-mile border and its own rising drug consumption and export problems, the country has a mounting interest in working with its neighbors to address transnational illegal traffic of drugs, people, and counterfeit goods. Brazilians are increasing their physical presence in South
America as well: for example, more than thirty thousand Brazilians reside in Bolivia and control as much as 40 percent of Bolivia’s soybean production. Brazilians are also buying up farmland across the Paraguayan border; the tens of thousands of Brazilians in Paraguay have come to be known as Brasiguayos.

Brazil encourages greater cooperation in South America within organizations like Mercosul and Unasul, under cautious Brazilian leadership designed to be as free of friction as possible. Indeed, Brazilian officials actively shirk the label of regional leader so as not to antagonize its neighbors and to maintain good relations in the region. The rest of South America depends increasingly on trade with and investment from Brazil. But Brazil’s smaller neighbors worry about depending too heavily on Brazil—economically and as a global interlocutor for the region. Some South Americans are wary that Brazil, a new potential hegemon with its sights set on global power, may not have the region’s interests at heart.

Brazil is proud of a long tradition of nonintervention in the internal affairs of its neighbors. But as Brazil has looked to exercise its power and influence beyond the region, it is legitimate to ask what role Brazil strives to play closer to home, beyond the economic sphere. Mindful of its own history of military rule, Brazil has acted to repudiate military coups in the region: Paraguay in 1996, Ecuador in 2000, and Honduras in 2009. However, Brazil has been less vocal on issues of democratic erosion, preferring quiet diplomacy to public condemnation, or alleging that questionable conduct is a matter of sovereign authority or to be addressed multilaterally. President Rousseff, who was arrested and tortured by the military regime for her underground activities, has the potential to be a powerful voice for human rights and democratic values in Latin America, helping ensure that its neighborhood is populated with stable democracies that will in turn bolster Brazil’s economic positioning.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Task Force finds that as Brazil increasingly roots itself in South America to advance its domestic and global agenda, the United States would benefit from identifying spaces where the United States and Brazil can work together to advance mutual goals. The Task Force believes, therefore, that it is in the interest of the United States to understand the Brazilian regional project and welcome Brazil’s leadership in
the hemisphere, especially when it advances shared values of inclusiveness, development, democracy, and human rights.

All countries in the Americas are adjusting to Brazil’s rise; U.S. efforts to do so do not reflect a decrease in the importance of its other relationships in Latin America but rather a recognition that the United States has a clear national interest in solidifying a mature, and heretofore inadequately developed, relationship with Brazil.

Brazil engages in the collective defense of democracy by condemning and working to preempt traditional military coups. It does not, however, engage in what U.S. policymakers would recognize as democracy or human rights promotion. For example, though the current Brazilian government does not endorse Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez’s abuses of executive power and human rights, it makes no visible efforts to encourage him to cease those activities. Instead, Brazil has chosen to lead by the example of its own democratic bona fides and successful social policies. Brazil’s greater diplomatic role in the Andes and within South American multilateral institutions has provided a different approach to that of Venezuela. Brazil’s diplomacy has helped neutralize Chávez’s ideological resonance in the region, albeit not through the type of public censure that is more familiar to the United States.

The Task Force encourages the United States to continue to deepen a dialogue with Brazil over opportunities to use their different approaches and strengths to encourage strong democratic institutions and practices throughout the region. Both countries should collaborate to find collective approaches to strengthen democracy in the region.

BRAZIL’S TRADE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE REGION

Though Brazil has emerged as an engine of regional growth, the asymmetry of Brazil’s trade relationships along with its protectionist practices make Brazil the target of resentment as well. The Brazilian economy remains relatively closed: trade makes up about 25 percent of Brazilian GDP, which amounts to about 50 percent of Argentina’s ratio and less than 33 percent of Chile’s ratio. In fact, throughout the 1990s and 2000s, Brazil prioritized the weaker trade bloc of Mercosul over the U.S.-backed Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). In addition to the benefits of the less open Mercosul, Brazil assessed that reducing its barriers to trade—which had significant domestic political
implications—would not be met with reciprocal steps by the United States, particularly in the critical agricultural sector.

However, Brazilians see regional asymmetries as a potential obstacle to their objective of a peaceful and stable South America. Brazil’s interest in reducing these imbalances may mean that Rousseff will strengthen Mercosur in order to bolster regional stability, develop infrastructure that benefits Brazilian and South American industry, ensure more reliable access to resources (particularly natural gas), and establish South America as Brazil’s strategic anchor for its global agenda. A stronger South American common market and customs union would bolster the continent’s image as a cohesive and internationally relevant trade bloc and improve Brazil’s negotiating position with respect to developed countries and their trade blocs.

Cognizant of Venezuela’s weak adhesion to Mercosur’s democratic charter, the Lula administration nonetheless supported Venezuela’s controversial accession into Mercosur on the basis of potential commercial and economic gains. The inclusion of Venezuela may reflect a judgment by Brazil and other full members of Mercosur that integrating it advances the region’s trade goals and brings Venezuela “inside the tent,” thereby facilitating conversation and negotiation and diffusing Venezuela’s attentions away from potential conflict in the Andean region.

Brazil has negotiated trade agreements with all but two of its neighbors (Guyana and Suriname) and continues to deepen trade relationships in the region. For example, in 2010, bilateral trade with Argentina—Brazil’s largest trade partner in Latin America—rose to a record $32.95 billion (up from the previous record of $30.864 billion in 2008). As a whole, Brazil’s trade with Latin American countries exceeds flows between Brazil and China and Brazil and the United States (though no single country in the region outpaces Brazil’s bilateral trade with either).

Colombia under President Juan Manuel Santos has been arguably the most assertive in its efforts to deepen and balance trade with Brazil.38 Brazil, as a sign of its expanded outreach to the northern part of the continent, has likewise turned to Colombia as an attractive destination for Brazilian investment. While Brazil has encouraged bilateral diplomacy between presidents Santos and Chávez, it has also benefitted economically from tensions between Colombia and Venezuela: Brazilian exports to Venezuela have substituted for traditional exporters in Colombia, making Venezuela even more dependent on Brazilian goods.
Although Bolivia’s 2006 expropriation of Petrobras’s natural gas operations strained Bolivia’s relationship with Brazil, Petrobras continues to administer the extraction activities and is today the single largest taxpayer in Bolivia. Indeed, Brazilian bilateral and multilateral diplomacy and counternarcotics assistance in Bolivia are examples of a strategy of engagement that has helped advance Brazilian economic and security interests as well as regional stability.

Brazil has a surprisingly small trade relationship with Mexico—Latin America’s second-largest economy—amounting to about $7 billion in 2010. Mexico and Brazil are now negotiating a free trade agreement. To be sure, Brazil will compete not just with the United States but also with China for the Mexican market. Notably, since 2008, Brazilian sales to Mexico have tripled, whereas those from China have multiplied twenty-fold. Still, Mexico’s turn south reflects a growing tendency for Latin American countries to look to Brazil to boost growth.

Brazil has a unique opportunity to show leadership on issues of trade, not only within Mercosur and with neighboring associate members, but broadly in the Western Hemisphere as well. Brazil’s significant economic progress since the failed FTAA discussions puts it in a position to help lead a revival of hemisphere-wide negotiations and to do so from a position of strength.

**Brazil’s Investment Relationships in the Region**

Latin Americans tend to view Brazil’s outward FDI and Brazilian projects in the region with mixed feelings. Overt nationalism often goes hand in hand with Brazilian investment. At the same time, Brazil’s investments are important to many Latin American economies. In 2009, BNDES extended a record $8.3 billion in credit for projects outside Brazil. In 2010, overall BNDES disbursements reached more than $100 billion, up 23 percent from 2009, exceeding both those of the Inter-American Development Bank and the World Bank.

Brazilian investment can also bring welcome expertise. Between 2010 and 2014, Petrobras—with its reputation for world-class deepwater exploration and extraction—has committed $400 million to develop Colombia’s underwater oil reserves. Odebrecht, a Brazilian construction company, with financing from BNDES, is investing upward of $400 million to renovate Cuba’s port of Mariel, which will increase
Brazil’s commercial and investment presence in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Basin.

Latin American nations need and welcome, though at times resent, Brazil’s active role in their economies.\textsuperscript{42} Trade imbalances and Brazil’s ability to invest heavily abroad only underscore the asymmetry that defines Brazilian relations with the neighborhood. Brazil therefore seeks to tread lightly in the region. Rarely do Brazilian officials refer to a coordinated strategy of investment in South America, trying to avoid the reputation of an exploitative hegemon. With significant leadership from Rousseff during her leadership of the Casa Civil, Lula’s government deliberately carried out an unprecedented consolidation and capitalization of Brazil’s national champions—Braskem, Vale, Bunge, JBS, and Petrobras, to name a few—to encourage their increased internationalization and competitiveness in Latin America and throughout the world.

\textbf{Conclusions}

The Task Force finds that Brazil will deepen its economic relationships with South America while aiming to minimize conflict and negative reactions to its growing financial and physical presence. However, as Brazil’s profile continues to rise, it will likely encounter expectations for greater market openness, transparency, and public financing for non-Brazilian entities and will have to address these expectations.

\textbf{MULTILATERAL ORGANIZATIONS}

Brazil’s regional and global ambitions are not mutually exclusive. Mercosul and Unasul fit into a larger Brazilian endeavor to establish South America—a land mass that has historically lacked a cohesive identity—as an attractive trade bloc and global strategic actor, with Brazil as its anchor.

Rhetorically, at least, Brazil has prioritized regional integration, and it stands at the helm of a number of Latin American multilateral institutions, notably Mercosul, Unasul, and the still largely unarticulated Comunidad de Estados Latinoamericanos y Caribeños (Community of Latin American States, or CELAC). True to form, Brazil tends to play down its leadership role within these still-evolving organizations.

Mercosul includes Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay as full members and Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru as associate
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members; Venezuela’s incorporation as a full member still awaits approval from the Paraguayan congress. Mercosul’s revitalization was a stated priority for Lula entering office in 2003; though progress has been slow, full members reached a consensus on the distribution of customs revenue and agreed to eliminate the double charge of the common external tariff in August 2010.

Brazil was instrumental in the 2004 formation of Unasul, which aims to create a single South American market and to foster economic and infrastructure cooperation and development. In 2008, Brazil led the way to form the South American Defense Council as a cooperative security suborganization under Unasul. Unasul serves as an alternative to the OAS and seeks to provide regional solutions to regional problems. At the same time, Unasul, which adopted a democratic charter in 2010 and is generally more focused on political and social issues than Mercosul, balances the Venezuela-dominated Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra América (the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America, or ALBA). Unasul has been most effective at ad hoc mediation, diffusing Ecuador’s police uprising and Colombia-Venezuela tensions in 2010.

CELAC, founded in 2010, is the descendent of the Rio Group and the Latin American and Caribbean Summit; still in its early stages of formation, CELAC would be the first formal association of states to include every Latin American and Caribbean nation and exclude the United States and Canada. A meeting of CELAC presidents would help elucidate the Rousseff administration’s approach to Venezuela, among other countries.

Conclusions and Recommendations

As Brazil deepens its roots in South America and strengthens multilateral institutions like Mercosul and Unasul, the Task Force welcomes Brazil’s growing role in South American diplomacy, conflict prevention, peace, and security efforts. The Task Force supports the creation and consolidation of effective regional institutions and understands that Brazil’s and the region’s emphasis on multilateralism is an intrinsic dimension of their foreign policies, necessary to ensure a stable and peaceful democratic environment. Though the United States is not, nor should it be, a formal member of these subregional institutions, the Task Force encourages the United States to work with Unasul, Mercosul, and eventually CELAC to establish and define channels for communication.
BRAZIL’S RISING ROLE IN AFRICA

Brazil is the latest among the BRICS to make a strategic play to advance its global legitimacy and status through diversified market channels and diplomatic ties in Africa. Under Lula’s leadership, Brazil conferred considerable weight to prioritizing Brazil’s Africa relations. Framed within Brazil’s South-South agenda, Lula made eleven official visits to the continent, traveling to twenty-five countries—more than any other Brazilian president or BRIC head of state. In the first part of this century, Brazil has doubled the number of its embassies in Africa to thirty-four, pushing beyond its traditional sphere of influence in the former Portuguese colonies. Boosting relations within Africa’s fifty-three-member bloc at the UN has long carried currency in Brazil’s bid for a permanent seat in an expanded Security Council.

With the world’s largest population of people of African descent, Brazil is strategically leveraging its deep historical, linguistic, and cultural affiliations to forge economic and political inroads. On several of his visits to the continent, Lula issued apologies for Brazil’s role in the African slave trade. Although largely overshadowed by China’s high-profile push into Africa, there is now a new level of interconnection between Africa and Brazil, one that the Rousseff administration is intent on deepening.

Trade between Brazil and Africa has grown to approximately $26 billion in 2008, up from just $3 billion in 2001, making Brazil Africa’s tenth-largest trading partner. Whereas China’s economic footprint is more widespread across the continent, Brazil’s activity is largely concentrated in the extractive industries, such as oil and mining, and a few major trading partners: Nigeria, Angola, Algeria, South Africa, and Libya, which together account for 77 percent of Brazil’s trade with Africa.

Brazilian multinational companies are steadily acquiring presence in Africa and have been successful in connecting to and involving local communities, making a concerted effort to build capacity. For instance, Odebrecht has operated in Angola since 1975; today it is the largest private-sector employer in the country, with ventures spanning food and ethanol production, offices, factories, and supermarkets. Petrobras and Vale are at the vanguard of Africa’s repositioning as the next frontier for the development of natural resources and infrastructure.

In line with its efforts to boost worldwide biofuels demand, Brazil is a pivotal actor in the expansion of biofuels initiatives in Africa. Synergy
has been notable between the Brazilian private sector and development agencies like BNDES and ABC (Brazil’s USAID equivalent) in promoting biofuels and technology development in Africa. Brazil has drawn upon its expertise in renewable energy to assist Africa in filling its knowledge gap.

African partners also benefit from Brazil’s knowledge sharing and technical assistance, particularly with respect to tropical agricultural technology. Brazil has invested more than $4 billion in Africa’s agriculture sector over the past five years to develop production capacity. In a landmark agreement, Embrapa opened a satellite regional office in Ghana to deepen research collaboration and strengthen its advisory role throughout the continent.

Through the transfer of technology, skills training, research and development, and the infusion of capital, Brazil is breaking fresh ground in constructing a new development paradigm. For example, the Africa-Brazil Cooperation Programme on Social Protection, launched in 2009, creates a platform for Brazilian experts to work with their African counterparts in facilitating exchange on various social development policies, such as Bolsa Familia and HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment initiatives. Brazil is also active within a number of multilateral organizations—the Summit of the Community of Portuguese Speaking Countries, the World Social Forum, the WTO, the IBSA Dialogue Forum, and the Africa-South America Summit—to advocate for sustainable development in Africa.

Conclusions
Africa is likely to remain part of Brazil’s global strategic calculus as it seeks greater international influence, natural resources, and an expanded market for its goods—both concrete material products and the Brazilian narrative itself. The Task Force finds that Brazil’s increasing involvement in Africa offers an instructive model of democratic governance and economic development.

THE MIDDLE EAST

During his presidency, Lula made a concerted effort to establish Brazil’s presence in the Middle East and to welcome regional leaders in Brazil and Latin America generally. Beyond economic justifications
billion of trade between Brazil and Arab nations in 2008) and cultural ties (as many as twelve million Brazilians of Middle Eastern descent), Brazil sees itself as a legitimate actor in the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, which it judges could benefit from new diplomatic voices.

Brazil, South Africa, and India (an unsurprising trio given their efforts for UNSC membership) were the only extraregional, non-Islamic, nontraditional donor countries to participate in the 2007 Annapolis Middle East peace conference. Leaked diplomatic cables have shown that U.S. officials viewed Lula and former foreign minister Celso Amorim’s engagement in the Middle East as one-sided (in favor of Palestine) and meddlesome. Lula’s efforts to play peacemaker were capped by a series of individual meetings with Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas and Israeli president Shimon Peres, both of whom visited Brasília in 2009 and seemed to encourage Brazil’s participation in negotiations. However, whether Brazil will play a productive role in this conflict is subject to debate in Israel.

In one of Lula’s last moves as president, Brazil declared its full recognition of the Palestinian state within the pre-1967 borders. Brazil’s announcement sparked a series of other such declarations from the region.

Rousseff’s position on some Middle East security issues—condemnation of atrocities in Libya and the vote to approve a special human rights rapporteur for Iran—have signaled differentiation from Lula’s strictly noninterventionist approach. Still, Brazil did abstain on the Security Council’s vote to authorize intervention in Libya, as did Russia, India, China, and Germany. Brazil’s formal vote on a looming UN vote on Palestinian statehood in fall 2011 will be another indication of the extent to which Rousseff will distinguish her foreign policy from her predecessor’s with respect to the Middle East.

Conclusions
The Task Force finds that Brazil’s engagement in Middle East peace negotiations was consistent with Lula’s expansive foreign policy and is likely to evolve as Brazil aims to build international bridges and a constituency to support its bid for UNSC permanent membership. Especially in light of the 2010 Iran episode, the Task Force deems that Brazil’s engagement specifically in Middle East security issues may dilute Brazil’s credentials to negotiate on other issues of international concern in
which its participation is both more logical and more necessary. The Task Force also recognizes that social, political, and diplomatic developments related to the upheaval in the Arab world may be seen by Brazil as an opportunity to continue to deepen Brazilian diplomatic, commercial, and economic ties in the region.
Brazil and the United States

Brazil and the United States have many common interests, but their foreign policies have occasionally diverged—whether on Latin America and the Middle East or on trade and monetary policy. At the same time, the two countries are deepening connectivity in third countries, subnationally, and through their private sectors and civil societies. The United States and Brazil are in many ways remarkably similar: multi-ethnic and multiracial, resource-rich, relatively young democracies with a penchant for an exceptionalist view of their histories.

Despite national affinities, U.S.-Brazil relations have often been characterized by misperception and misunderstanding, most recently demonstrated by conflict over how best to contain Iran’s nuclear program. This disagreement was instructive to both countries: the United States learned to anticipate independence from Brazil and both countries learned that expressions of friendship do not easily translate into coordinated action. Brazil also learned that engagement in Iran’s nuclear program risks diluting its credentials to negotiate on other issues of international concern. But Brazil and the United States have begun a dialogue on cooperation regarding food security and labor rights in the Middle East, following the upheaval in the Arab world. In addition, Brazil and the United States are collaborating on a number of issues in third countries in the Americas and Africa.

The Obama-Rousseff meetings in Brazil earlier this year were a signal that both countries are willing to forge closer ties on bilateral, regional, and global issues. Obama’s trip, at a time of heightened tensions in the Middle East and military action in Libya, underscored the U.S. desire to put relations on a more positive track. The Task Force welcomes the ten new bilateral agreements that the two presidents signed, which include accords on biofuels, use of space, educational exchange, promotion of decent work in third countries, and—significantly—a framework to negotiate new commercial and economic agreements.44 Still, the Task
Force is concerned that no mechanism exists in the U.S. government to coordinate these initiatives and drive policy toward Brazil.

**RECENT HISTORY**

Aside from a brief period of alignment after the 1964 military coup, Brazil has largely avoided a “special relationship” with the United States. Despite a history of misperception and cautious distancing, most Brazilians—swept up by Obama’s 2008 campaign and election—marveled at and delighted in the fact that the United States had elected an African-American man with a message of multilateralism and open-mindedness. Obama’s recognition of an evolving U.S. role in the global order led many Brazilians to believe that the U.S. relationship with Latin America, and with Brazil especially, would evolve and improve. Obama’s speech at the April 2009 Summit of the Americas about a more equal relationship with the region only reaffirmed this expectation.45

Yet the remainder of 2009 dispelled hopes in the region for a sea change in U.S. policy toward Latin America. The U.S. approach to two particular issues—the coup in Honduras and military bases in Colombia—drew the two countries into direct tension. Although these issues have receded for now, they are nonetheless instructive because they reflect the differences in how Brazil and the United States see the world.

The disagreements did not prevent Brazil and the United States from advancing cooperation on discrete issues. In early 2010, Secretary Clinton made a multi-stop trip to Latin America, spending a day in Brazil and signing a number of bilateral agreements.46 Shortly after Clinton’s visit, Brazil and the United States settled an eight-year trade dispute over U.S. subsidies to cotton growers in a resolution that negotiators hailed as innovative.47

Just eight months after the Brazilian criticism of the Colombia base deal and even as tensions over Iran grew, U.S. secretary of defense Robert M. Gates and Brazilian defense minister Nelson Jobim signed the U.S.-Brazil Defense Cooperation Agreement (DCA) in April 2010. The DCA is an umbrella agreement that lays the groundwork for further cooperation on issues of defense, intelligence, and security, and is the first arrangement of its kind between the two countries since 1977.
Despite growing potential on the bilateral front, forging cooperative ties on an international security issue—Iran—proved much more difficult. Early in Obama’s presidency, he and Lula discussed containing Iran’s nuclear ambitions. Lula and his foreign minister understood, some say mistakenly, the White House to have offered a green light to pursue what ultimately became the Brazil-Turkey nuclear fuel swap deal negotiated with Iran in spring 2010. Brazil envisioned the deal as the first step toward ensuring that Iran’s nuclear program remained peaceful. But by the time the agreement was reached, the United States and other P5 members had grown convinced that sanctions were the best strategy for bringing Iran to the negotiating table. Indeed, Washington asked Brazil to support the sanctions and had dispatched Clinton to Brazil in March 2010 to solicit Brasilia’s cooperation. After the nuclear fuel swap agreement was announced and after Washington’s negative reaction, Brazil manifested its sense of betrayal with a “no” vote at the Security Council on a new round of sanctions.

Though it seems that Rousseff has deemphasized the security dimension of relations with Iran, Brazil’s initiative to negotiate with Iran last year was not merely a product of the personalities in office at the time. Rather, engagement with Iran demonstrated Brazil’s belief in the intrinsic value of its participation and contribution on major international security issues. Brazil paid a high cost, domestically and diplomatically, for the failure of the initiative in the short term. To date, the Rousseff administration has steered clear of engaging again on this issue. Brazil’s participation alerted the major powers to its presence on global security issues and served notice that Brazil would remain a significant international actor.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The Iran experience illustrates the need for the two countries to establish mechanisms to anticipate and mitigate against misunderstandings and conflicting views of international security issues. The Task Force strongly recommends institutionalizing a process of open and regular communication between the countries’ two presidents and their respective senior officials. Differing perspectives are bound to arise between two large, complicated countries, but neither country should allow those to color the totality of the relationship.
As Brazil aspires to become a major exporter of processed uranium, one goal of Brazil’s opposition to sanctions against Iran was surely to protect Brazil’s burgeoning enrichment industry and the potential global market for nuclear energy.

The Task Force acknowledges the positive role Brazil is playing with respect to nuclear security in South America via the web of bilateral cooperation and inspection of nuclear facilities between Brazil and Argentina. Likewise, the Task Force recognizes Brazil’s view that the bilateral inspection regime—and the broader safeguards regime established under the quadripartite Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement between Brazil, Argentina, the Argentine-Brazilian Agency for Accounting and Control (ABACC), and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)—helps explain Brazil’s (and Argentina’s) reluctance to sign the IAEA’s more invasive Additional Protocol.

Though Washington and Brasília remain at odds over Brazil’s reluctance to adopt the Additional Protocol, the Task Force believes that the Additional Protocol plays a fundamental role in promoting global nuclear security and that universal adoption of it is an important goal. Moreover, given Brazil’s commitment to nonproliferation and its growing peaceful nuclear energy industry, the Task Force anticipates that Brazil will continue to have an important role in the shaping of international nuclear policy. The Task Force thus recommends that the United States and Brazil pursue bilateral discussions in advance of the 2012 Nuclear Security Summit in Seoul and continue their multilateral discussions through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) to work toward the strengthening of international standards governing nuclear export controls.

The Task Force recognizes that in the near term, Brazil is unlikely to accept a change in the NSG guidelines that would require adoption of the Additional Protocol as a condition of nuclear technology supply. Over the short term, therefore, the Task Force recommends that the United States propose a bridging solution to Brazil, wherein the terms of ABACC’s safeguards framework can voluntarily be made more consistent with the spirit of the Additional Protocol. The United States should, however, maintain its long-term goal of updating NSG guidelines to win universal adoption of the Additional Protocol and requiring it as a condition of nuclear technology supply. In addition, the United States should continue to work with Brazil to improve its implementation of safeguards and to ensure that its nuclear technology exports are consistent with international standards.
States should maintain the long-term goal of pursuing deep cuts in nuclear weapons arsenals.

**U.S.-BRAZIL TRADE AND INVESTMENT**

Trade relations between the United States and Brazil have grown dramatically over the past decade, total trade in goods rising from $28.2 billion in 2002 to a peak of $60.7 billion in 2008. As trade has grown, friction points have also become more apparent. Recent examples include the 2010 WTO authorization for Brazil to impose retaliatory tariffs against U.S. cotton subsidies (resolved for the time being) and the ongoing case regarding U.S. antidumping measures against Brazilian orange juice.

The United States is also a leading direct investor in Brazil, total FDI stocks reaching $56.7 billion in 2009, primarily in manufacturing and finance and insurance sectors. Despite the difficulty for some foreign companies to compete fairly with domestic actors in the Brazilian market, the U.S. private sector is increasingly bullish about doing business in Brazil because the country has significantly improved issues of corruption, contract law, negotiations, and compliance with international business norms over the past several decades. However, the U.S. share of FDI in Brazil relative to GDP has declined over the past fifteen years.

Brazilian multinationals have also increasingly invested in the United States, with total FDI stocks reaching $780 million in 2008. Gerdau, a major Brazilian steel manufacturer, bought AmeriSteel in 1999 and used the company as a platform for further North American acquisitions over the past decade. The Belgian-Brazilian brewer ImBev merged with Anheuser-Busch in 2008, creating the fifth-largest consumer goods company in the world, controlling 25 percent of the global brewing market.

**Recommendations**

The absence of a bilateral tax treaty (BTT) is a major complication for many U.S. companies looking to establish operations in Brazil. A BTT would eliminate double taxation on investment. Brazil is the only country with a GNP greater than $1 trillion that does not have a BTT with the United States. To encourage Brazilians to do business in the United
States and vice versa, the Task Force recommends that both governments take steps to reduce or altogether eliminate double taxation by working toward a bilateral tax treaty and to pursue reforms toward a fair climate for foreign investment.

**THIRD COUNTRY, SUBNATIONAL, AND PRIVATE-SECTOR COOPERATION**

The richest and deepest connections between Brazil and the United States tend not to involve direct bilateral relations between the governments, but rather third-country or subnational collaboration and private-sector partnerships. Some of the most promising collaborations between Brazil and the United States take place outside both countries’ borders on counternarcotics, health and development goals, promotion of decent work, and biofuels cooperation.

The Task Force finds that there is ample room for the federal governments of the United States and Brazil to capitalize on the relationships being built in third countries and by the countries’ governors, private sectors, trade unions, and civil society organizations. The growth of these secondary and tertiary interactions presents an opportunity to build confidence and demonstrate commonality to the two societies, at the same time laying the groundwork for more structured bilateral relations that benefit from the confidence and partnerships already in place.

**COUNTERNARCOTICS**

Counternarcotics efforts in Bolivia represent an opportunity for effective third-country cooperation that maximizes Brazilian and U.S. capabilities and allows for all three countries to learn from one another. Just weeks after Evo Morales expelled the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) from Bolivia in 2008, Brazil and Bolivia announced a strategic alliance to combat drug production and trafficking. Brazil has a significant national interest in Bolivia’s drug war: the shared Brazilian-Bolivian border is longer than that between the United States and Mexico, and Brazil’s police estimate that 60 percent of cocaine entering the country comes from Bolivia.50
Brazilians have acknowledged that they are unable to match the U.S. capacity to fund Bolivian police forces and equip them with expensive hardware like patrol helicopters. In August 2009, just eight months after the Brazil-Bolivia treaty went into effect, officials from Brazil’s Ministry of External Relations—or Itamaraty—began a series of discussions with U.S. diplomats about Bolivia’s interest in trilateral cooperation with the United States. According to American diplomats, the Brazilian willingness to collaborate with the United States on counternarcotics signaled “a significant departure” from the status quo and an “about face” within Itamaraty.\(^{51}\)

Trilateral counternarcotics efforts in Bolivia have the potential for greater effectiveness in reducing coca cultivation and drug trafficking, and increase opportunities for discussion, partnership, and confidence-building between Brazil and the United States. At the same time, while advancing a common agenda, the United States and Brazil can capitalize on their comparative advantages. The United States provides experience and funding but avoids leaving a heavy footprint. Brazil—without the storied and controversial U.S. counternarcotics profile in the region—takes on greater responsibility, living up to expectations that a regional powerhouse uses its resources for the good of the neighborhood. Currently, negotiations are underway with the Bolivian government about joint monitoring efforts. Despite good intentions and a high degree of openness and cooperation between Brazil and the United States, successful trilateral collaboration requires a commitment from Bolivia in addition to the existing goodwill and bilateral consensus.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

The Task Force welcomes Brazil’s involvement in counternarcotics, harm reduction, and transnational crime issues on its borders, especially in Bolivia, and encourages other such cooperation between Brazil and the United States elsewhere. The Task Force encourages Brazil’s leadership as a voice for reform of the region’s counternarcotics strategy.

The Task Force supports Brazil’s promotion, by former president Cardoso with former presidents Ricardo Lagos (Chile), Ernesto Zedillo (Mexico), and César Gaviria (Colombia), of harm reduction policies (which treat drug use as a public health issue and promote the reduction of drug consumption) in addition to interdiction and eradication.\(^{52}\) The Task Force encourages the DEA and USAID and their
Brazilian counterparts working in Bolivia to reinforce one another’s efforts to reassure the Bolivian government that outside counternarcotics support—like monitoring of coca cultivation and eradication—does not threaten Bolivian sovereignty.

**HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT**

Brazil and the United States are working together on development and health issues in Central America and the Caribbean and in lusophone Africa. Indeed, ABC and USAID have now stationed staff in one another’s agencies to advance third-country cooperation. For example, Brazilian and U.S. health and aid institutions support the U.S.-Brazil-Mozambique trilateral technical assistance cooperation that works to strengthen the Mozambican response to its HIV/AIDS epidemic. In 2010, a USAID-ABC-Embrapa partnership launched a program to support NGOs that will establish food security projects in Mozambique. In São Tomé and Príncipe, off the West Coast of Africa, Brazil and the United States have committed to multiyear funding for an antimalaria project. In El Salvador, Brazilian and U.S. entities are helping develop a National Public Health Institute.

Even before the 2010 earthquake, U.S. and Brazilian officials had identified Haiti as ground where the two countries could work together. In 2009, ABC and USAID made a joint trip to Port-au-Prince to explore trilateral cooperation opportunities, including joint technical assistance to train garment sector workers and U.S. Southern Command collaboration with the Brazilian engineering battalion of MINUSTAH on infrastructure projects. After the earthquake and under the auspices of the Brazilian-led UN mission, the United States and Brazil have worked together, along with a number of other partners, to provide security and rebuild infrastructure in Haiti.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

The Task Force welcomes deepening U.S.-Brazil cooperation on health and development in the Americas and Africa. Brazil’s private-sector investment and engagement in Africa, along with U.S.-Brazil efforts toward capacity building (like USAID-ABC joint projects) and in agriculture, biofuels, and public health, has the potential to shift the continent’s development paradigm away from the provision of inefficient aid money and the often exploitative Chinese resource drive.
In the Americas, the Task Force likewise encourages USAID and ABC to advance cooperation in Haiti and applauds existing bilateral and multilateral collaboration under Brazil’s leadership of MINUSTAH. Also in the Caribbean, the Task Force considers that the United States can learn from Brazil’s presence in Cuba. The Brazilian government and private sector engages Cubans across a number of issues and industries, including energy and agriculture, and can share instructive experience with respect to the many dimensions of Cuba’s transition.

Colombia is fruitful ground for U.S.-Brazil collaboration on gender, health, security, and social issues. More than three million Colombians (largely women and children of indigenous or African descent) have been displaced from their land, making them, according to the UN High Commission for Refugees, the world’s largest population of internally displaced persons (IDPs). Arguably, a critical dimension of resolving Colombia’s conflict resides in a sound rural strategy that includes the redistribution of ill-gotten land, among other measures. To advance peace and security in Colombia, Brazil and the United States each have significant resources and expertise that together could help Colombia protect and assist its IDPs and develop its rural regions in a socially, economically, and environmentally sustainable way.

**BIOFUELS**

Developing biofuel programs in the Western Hemisphere is a principal goal of a 2007 MOU signed by Brazil and the United States. In 2009, the two countries agreed to expand science cooperation on standards and research on biofuels.

El Salvador and Haiti were among the first nations, along with the Dominican Republic and St. Kitts and Nevis, to receive bilateral biofuels assistance from Brazil and the United States. In 2008, Brazil and the United States expanded this biofuel cooperation to include Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Guinea-Bissau, and Senegal. These primarily Central American and Caribbean countries benefit from the development of biofuels for domestic consumption. At the same time, expanding these markets aims to entice investors into producing biofuels in the region, which has preferential access to the U.S. market through the Caribbean Basin Initiative. (The Task Force encourages lifting U.S. protectionist measures that limit the expansion of Brazilian biofuels in the American
market, as discussed earlier.) Brazil is also in the early stages of helping Cuba develop its nascent biofuels capacity.

**Recommendations**
The Task Force encourages the expansion of the existing U.S.-Brazil biofuels program to include a greater number of developing countries, and also to include demand-side support, such as the diffusion of flex-fuel vehicles.

**CLIMATE CHANGE**

U.S.-Brazil subnational cooperation to combat climate change does not necessarily contradict bilateral national climate change efforts, though these state-to-state and regional agreements reflect a sense on the ground that the high-level agreements are neither adequately ambitious nor meeting their goals.

Initiatives such as the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB32 set the 2020 greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal into law), and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (a market-based regulatory program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions), which comprised ten northeastern and mid-Atlantic states in the United States, both go well beyond current U.S. federal standards in limiting greenhouse gas emissions. With the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change process unfolding slowly, then California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger inaugurated the first Governors’ Global Climate Change Summit in 2008, which initiated subnational climate change collaboration programs in which Brazilian states played a significant role.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**
Bilateral climate initiatives on the state and regional level can enhance climate cooperation between the United States and Brazil. The Task Force recommends relevant executive branch and congressional offices endeavor to understand and anticipate the significant foreign policy consequences of subnational projects.

**PRIVATE SECTOR**
The Task Force finds that connectivity between the United States and Brazil is often driven not by their governments, but by the private
sector. Even when the public-sector agenda between these countries has seemed thin, business-to-business ties have grown at a robust pace, bringing the two countries closer together than ever before. Indeed, the U.S. and Brazilian private sectors tend to understand each other better than government officials. Though the two governments help convene the semiannual meetings of the U.S.-Brazil CEO forum (a group of ten Brazilian and ten American CEOs from a range of industries), and senior government officials address the group, the impetus for the six-year-old endeavor derives from the business communities in each country, which recognize opportunities in one another but confront a number of barriers that limit trade, investment, and commerce.

The forum has made progress on visa reform (extending visa validity in Brazil from five to ten years) and aviation liberalization (increasing passenger flights by 50 percent since 2008), and has taken steps to encourage a BTT. However, the current visa requirements for travelers remain burdensome. The Brazilian-American Chamber of Commerce and the Brazil-U.S. Business Council are two examples of private-sector institutions working to develop closer trade and investment ties between the two countries.

**Recommendations**

To increase and facilitate commerce between Brazil and the United States, as well as to boost social and cultural connectivity, the Task Force recommends that the United States take the first step to waive visa requirements for Brazilians by immediately reviewing Brazil’s criteria for participation in the Visa Waiver Program. Such a move will undoubtedly be reciprocated by Brazil for American travelers.

To make this significant step viable, the Task Force recommends robust bilateral consultations between the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and its counterpart organizations in Brazil. Given the increasing flow and connectivity between private sectors, the Task Force recommends a social security portability agreement, which would provide benefits to citizens of both countries, including the avoidance of double taxation on benefits.
Conclusion

President Obama’s visit to Brazil in March 2011 heralded a new phase of the U.S.-Brazil relationship. With agreements that touched on a wide range of issues—including trade and finance, infrastructure investment, civil aviation, energy, labor, education, and social concerns—presidents Obama and Rousseff signaled to their respective countries that this bilateral relationship is poised to evolve into a robust and mature friendship among equals. Yet most of the concrete deliverables announced during the trip reflected only the low-hanging fruit of cooperation.

If the United States and Brazil are invested in a serious and deepening relationship, their conversation must continue. As in U.S. relations with such powers as India, China, Russia, or Germany, frank and high-level dialogue with Brazil will allow both countries to identify, acknowledge, and manage issues of potential disagreement, which should not destabilize the relationship in its entirety.

Along these lines, the Task Force recommends that Obama host an interministerial meeting with Brazil, as President George W. Bush did in 2003. Principals from the U.S. and Brazilian governments need to communicate openly and specifically about the issues that remain as obstacles, including: trade, market access, and subsidies; priorities for and approaches to international security abroad; UN Security Council reform; and exercising human rights values. With frameworks now established for dialogue on many of these issues, the two countries can make genuine progress.

**COMMON GROUND**

Similar domestic challenges should serve as common ground between Brazil and the United States. Rousseff’s domestic priorities—quality education for all, innovation in science and technology, access to quality
public health care, and infrastructure projects (PAC and PAC II)—should resonate strongly with Obama and his administration as the United States itself works to improve in each of these. With an understanding that the political environments surrounding each administration are markedly different, the two governments can share best practices and further develop dialogues among the experts who work on these domestic initiatives.

The United States should expect the Brazilian expression of shared values—free markets, rule of law, individual rights, religious freedom, and diversity and equality—to look quite different from its own. Yet shared values and many common goals mean that each country has a stake in the other’s success. The Task Force expects that Brazil will continue to define its national interest independently from the United States, and the United States cannot decide where and how Brazil will engage internationally. Still, many of the Task Force’s recommendations are designed to create an environment in which Brazilian foreign policy decisions might well reinforce U.S. foreign policy goals.

**MATURE PARTNERSHIP**

The Task Force does not expect nor does it recommend that Brazil and the United States pursue any special relationship. Instead, the Task Force encourages U.S. policymakers to recognize that Brazil and the United States can have a mature working relationship on bilateral and global issues without complete alignment across the board. Obama set a good example in this regard: standing alongside Rousseff in Brasília, he hailed Brazil’s leadership on peace, security, and other global issues, just one day after Brazil (along with China, Russia, India, and Germany) abstained on the UNSC vote to authorize a no-fly zone in Libya.

Treating each other as equals is fundamentally a matter of diplomacy and respect: it does not imply that the United States and Brazil operate within the same global context. The United States will continue to exercise its influence on a different scale and with different instruments than Brazil. At the same time, Brazil will continue to engage—economically and diplomatically—in regions and on issues well beyond South America. As these two countries increasingly intersect on the defining international issues of the day, the U.S. government must begin to incorporate the prospect for cooperation with Brazil into its global strategic vision.
**POLICY COORDINATION**

In both Brazil and the United States, interagency coordination of overall policy toward one another is limited. This is especially true in the United States, where initiatives regarding Brazil are undertaken by a variety of agencies with little or no synchronization or guiding strategy. The Task Force believes that existing joint efforts and potential areas for cooperation would benefit from each country developing a more cohesive and coordinated approach toward the other.

Brazil’s growing geostrategic importance merits sustained, senior-level, and comprehensive coordination of U.S. policy across agencies. The Task Force cautions that incorporating Brazil into high-level U.S. policy discussions—whether over peace and security, global finance, or climate change—are not likely to succeed if left to the regional directorates or bureaus at various executive branch agencies or to the regional subcommittees in the Congress.

As Brazil expands its reach across the globe and solidifies its involvement on a wide array of international issues, the Task Force recommends that the National Security Council institutionalize a standing interagency coordination mechanism so that a range of U.S. agencies responsible for functional issues such as finance, trade, energy, environment, agriculture, health, homeland security, defense, and diplomacy better coordinate what remains a highly decentralized U.S. policy toward Brazil. This would require an NSC director for Brazil, rather than a director for Brazil and the Southern Cone.

The goal is to give Brazil more and better coordinated attention across the U.S. government and to have agencies and departments beyond those that work on Western Hemisphere issues participate in formulating a more comprehensive policy. Within the State Department, the Task Force recommends creating an Office for Brazilian Affairs separate from the Southern Cone office of the Western Hemisphere Affairs bureau.

**SEIZING THE MOMENTUM**

Cooperation between the United States and Brazil holds too much promise for miscommunication or inevitable disagreements to stand in the way of potential gains. A strengthened U.S.-Brazil relationship could be the basis for economic growth in Brazil, the United States,
and globally, as well as for lasting peace and democratic stability in the region, nuclear nonproliferation, international progress on combating climate change, development of a global renewable energy market, global food security, and more legitimate and effective international institutions. Presidents Obama and Rousseff have laid the groundwork for progress on many of these fronts. The moment to build on this positive foundation is now.
In the tradition of Task Force reports, we hold individual views on a number of the subjects addressed, but we strongly concur with the report’s core message that U.S. policymakers should recognize “Brazil’s standing as a global actor, treat its emergence as an opportunity for the United States, and work with Brazil to develop complementary policies.”

Our additional view relates to the recommendation that “the Obama administration now fully endorse Brazil’s permanent UNSC membership.” We agree with the merits of the case for Brazil’s inclusion as a permanent member. We believe that a more gradual approach would likely have more success in navigating the diplomatic complexities presented by U.S. support for Brazil.

There is realistically only room for one permanent member from Latin America—in Asia, by contrast, the consensus view is that there could be two new members—and this presents a difficult issue of priorities for the United States in its own region. This does not mean that Brazil is not the right choice. Rather, considerable diplomatic groundwork should be laid first to deal with the adverse reactions of key U.S. allies who would view the choice of Brazil as directly blocking their own multilateral ambitions. Moreover, the U.S. Congress must be consulted and persuaded to ensure adequate support for a policy change of this importance. Failure to lay all this groundwork first could jeopardize the ultimate success of U.S. support for Brazil’s quest for permanent membership.

Thus, we support the position of the United States as articulated by President Obama in Brazil in March 2011, although we agree with the Task Force report’s sense of urgency. Accordingly, we would urge the Obama administration to immediately begin to lay the groundwork to permit the United States to endorse Brazil’s permanent UNSC membership.
membership, rather than the report’s recommendation to start with the endorsement and engage later in the groundwork.

Louis E. Caldera, Nelson W. Cunningham, Eli Whitney Debevoise II, Paula J. Dobriansky, José A. Fourquet, Sergio J. Galvis, Kevin P. Green, Brian D. O’Neill, Riordan Roett

This report makes an important contribution to the evolution of American foreign policy thinking about Brazil. In particular, that the report recognizes Brazil’s emerging role as a global power and no longer views Brazil primarily through the limiting and distortionary lens of hemispheric affairs are significant, if long overdue, contributions.

That said, the report should, we believe, have gone further. It appropriately recommends the United States immediately support Brazil’s candidacy for the United Nations Security Council. However, the report offers additional recommendations for hemispheric consultations and intensive negotiations with Brazil on the matter that create conditions quite different from those under which the United States supported India’s candidacy for such a role. We feel this sends the wrong message to Brazil and to the world. If the United States supports, as the Obama administration has said it does, leadership structures in international institutions that are more reflective of international realities, it must support without qualifications Brazil’s candidacy. As the world’s fifth most populous country, its eighth-largest economy and its likely near-term ascendency to being the fifth-largest economy, it would be counterproductive for Brazil not to be included among the top tier of major powers whether within the Security Council or other international forums.

The report also carries a suggestion that Brazil not be involved in security affairs in the Middle East. We feel it would be inappropriate for either a report such as this or for the United States to seek to dictate how Brazil pursues its national interests around the world. While differences may occur as a result, one of the most important conclusions of this report is recognizing that differences are to be expected in relationships such as those we are developing with rising major powers such as Brazil, India, and China. Given that America’s most important challenge in the multipolar era ahead will be forging new coalitions in which emerging players—like Brazil—can and must play an important role,
the United States will need to work to move beyond old attitudes and treat these countries with the respect they have long deserved.

Shepard L. Forman, Donna J. Hrinak, David J. Rothkopf, Julia E. Sweig, Tanisha N. Tingle-Smith

Since this report was completed there have been disturbing developments on the human rights front as the Brazilian government recently announced its official approval for the construction of the $17 billion Belo Monte Dam, which indigenous groups, the human rights community, and environmental activists have opposed for decades. Earlier this year, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) had stipulated that the Brazilians suspend all facets of the project until certain criteria were met. In addition to ignoring those demands, President Rousseff has broken relations with the IACHR in response, recalling Brazil’s ambassador to the Organization of America States and announcing plans to withhold their annual contribution to the IACHR. Not only is it unsettling that the government is moving forward with the dam, but in the process it is damaging the Inter-American human rights system and the commission, which is one of the most effective Inter-American bodies that exists. The Brazilian government needs to reengage with the commission in resolving this seeming impasse.

Joy Olson
Endnotes


2. For the purposes of this report, biofuels refers specifically to alcohol-based fuels.

3. Bolsa Familia, a social welfare program initiated by former president Lula, provides cash transfers to families conditional on primary school attendance and basic medical care for children.


5. However, a supply shortfall coupled with rampant domestic demand led Brazil to temporarily import ethanol from the United States in early 2011.

6. The promise and challenges of Brazil’s energy sector are so fundamental to the contours of the new Brazil that energy is addressed in greater depth in the final section of this report.

7. Strands of soya and wheat, historically grown in temperate climates like South Dakota and Korea, have been altered to grow in tropical Brazil. An army of thousands of trucks spread tens of millions of tons of lime across soils in the central farming belt of the country throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s. The lime reduced acidity in the soil to levels at which crops can grow, effectively creating new farmland on what had been dusty rolling hills.

8. *Classe C* is Brazil’s middle class, which earns between R$1,115 and R$4,807 per month and is bracketed by classes A and B and classes D and E.

9. However, with median monthly incomes between R$2,950 and R$5,350, the wealthier *classe B* spent approximately R$1 trillion in 2010 and may still be the primary driver of Brazil’s consumer economy.

10. Education shortcomings result in part from high levels of grade repetition, inefficient disbursement of funding by states and municipalities, and too little local government spending on development programs not related to education, which have been shown to matter at least as much for education outcomes as spending on education per se.

11. Brazilian firms require a median of nearly six weeks to fill a skilled vacancy, compared with four weeks in South Africa and just two weeks in India and China.

12. China, by comparison, devotes 1.54 percent of GDP to R&D, which amounts to 5.27 times Brazilian gross spending on investment. Russia spends 1.04 percent of its GDP on R&D, slightly more than Brazil in gross terms. The U.S. share of 2.77 percent nets it 17.30 times gross Brazilian spending.
Commodities exports are directly dependent on market pricing and foreign demand and are thereby most vulnerable to external shock.


Brazil emits an average of 1.4 metric tons of carbon dioxide (t CO₂) per ton of oil equivalent (toe) energy consumed—less than 60 percent of the global average of 2.41 t CO₂ per toe.

The Cerrado is Brazil’s savannah region.


According the U.S. Energy Information Administration, proven reserves are estimated quantities that analysis of geologic and engineering data demonstrates with reasonable certainty are recoverable under existing economic and operating conditions.

Brazil is already a net oil exporter, but imports lighter grades of oil, diesel, and naphtha to fill gaps in domestic production.

These estimates are lower than Petrobras’s official projections.

Biomass provides a further 5 percent of generation; nuclear power, natural gas, and coal-fired plants account for the rest.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports that the majority of global climate models indicate an increase in precipitation in southern Brazil and a decrease in northeastern Brazil under a wide range of future scenarios. Projections for the Amazon basin are less reliable, however, with wide disagreement among models even under similar scenarios.

Flex-fuel vehicles reached 94 percent of Brazil’s new car sales in August 2009, and by March 2010 Brazil had more than ten million flex-fuel vehicles on the road.

The monitoring systems are coordinated by the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) and the Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Natural Resources (Ibama).

Related financing mechanisms include the Green Protocol, requiring state banks to ensure the sustainability of projects they finance, environmentally oriented taxes and credit restrictions on rural environmental offenders, and major funds, such as the National Fund on Climate Change and the Amazon Fund. These two funds in particular have broad mandates to combat climate change on a system-wide level, integrating specific reduction projects with efforts to improve research, education, communication, and policymaking.

Though commonly used, the business-as-usual baseline is not a particularly well-defined measure, varies by country, and can be subject to industry interests.

Some 79 percent of the Cerrado has already been converted to agricultural use. While conversion of the Cerrado forest emits less carbon dioxide than conversion of the Amazon, preservation of the Cerrado is important because it maintains a high level of biodiversity.

The CDM allows Annex I countries (those with binding emissions reduction targets) to fund emissions-reduction projects in non–Annex I countries (which do not have binding targets) and use the resulting credits to partially meet their own reduction goals.

More than 70 percent of registered projects are sponsored by EU countries that can use the resulting credits within the EU carbon trading system.

Developing countries are often referred to as part of the Global South, a categorization that evolved from Cold War-era delineations between the First, Second, and Third Worlds.

As a founding member of the League of Nations, Brazil tried and failed in 1919 to obtain a permanent seat on the body’s Council for the Principal Allied and Associated
Powers. Brazil has been elected a nonpermanent member of the UNSC five times in the post–Cold War era and a record ten times overall. In line with wider efforts to expand the influence of nontraditional powers, Brazil has worked with other non-P5 countries to pursue a permanent seat on a remodeled Security Council.


34. See http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/uploads/Brazil_ATEC.pdf.

35. The G20 took on increasing importance during the global financial crisis of 2008 and 2009 and was elevated to head-of-state-level meetings. During the 2009 summit in Pittsburgh, the G20 officially replaced the G8 as the premier forum for global economic coordination.

36. Since 2008, developing and transition countries have gained 4.59 points in voting power within the World Bank, increasing their total voting power to 47.19 percent. Brazil's share has risen from 2.07 to 2.24 percent. In the IMF, Brazil now has 1.38 percent of voting rights. In October 2010, in advance of the G20 summit in South Korea, G20 finance ministers agreed to reallocate more than 6 percent of IMF voting rights to emerging economies and to reassign two board seats previously held by Europeans. The IMF managing director has called the agreement, approved in December 2010, “historical” and “the biggest reform ever in the governance of the institution.” The reforms, supported by the United States, place Brazil within the fund’s ten largest shareholders.


38. Chile, however, tops Colombia in total trade flows with Brazil.


40. Associate members of Mercosul are Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.

41. The Central Bank reports that as many as eight hundred Brazilian firms invest abroad; Central and South America receive the greatest share of Brazilian investment at 23.2 percent. In turn, these regions are responsible for 32.3 percent of the foreign revenues of Brazilian firms investing abroad. BNDES has extended loans or lines of credit to Brazilian companies in Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. In Argentina, for example, approximately 30 percent of foreign investment comes from Brazil.

42. Though Latin Americans tend to deride Brazil for its economic self-interest, Brazil points instead to examples where it has put stability and regional development above individual national interest. In 2007, for example, Brazil agreed to reduce Paraguayan debt owed as a result of the 1973 Treaty of Itaipú, which specified that Brazil essentially finance the entire construction of the shared hydroelectric Itaipú dam, and that resource-strapped Paraguay would repay Brazil through amortized payments deducted from the electric energy that it sold exclusively to Brazil. Paraguayans widely view Itaipú as a symbol of Brazilian dominance. Indeed, the Paraguayan deputy foreign minister asserted that the original fifty-year deal reflected “the realpolitik of an ant staring up at an elephant.” In 2009, Lula renegotiated the terms of the treaty, promising to triple compensation paid to Paraguay for its unused electricity and pledging the construction of a transmission line to Asunción. For some in Brazil, Lula’s gesture was viewed as a concession with an air of altruism. For Paraguay and others in Latin America, the move was a step to correct the historically unjust arrangement.
43. For example, see Lisa Kubiske, “Peres and Abbas Visits in Perspective,” U.S. Embassy in Brasília, December 2, 2009.

44. Refer to online appendix of signed bilateral agreements at http://www.cfr.org/brazil_task_force/.

45. Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President at the Summit of the Americas Opening Ceremony,” Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, April 17, 2009.

46. See online appendix of signed bilateral agreements at http://www.cfr.org/brazil_task_force/.

47. The United States agreed to modify an export loan program and establish a temporary assistance fund for the Brazilian cotton industry. In exchange, Brazil abandoned plans to impose more than $800 million of sanctions, which had been approved by the WTO in 2009.


49. Trade declined by 26 percent in 2009, driven largely by a 34 percent decline in U.S. imports from Brazil, but rebounded by 28 percent in 2010 to reach $59.3 billion, supported by a 35 percent surge in U.S. exports. In 2010, the United States exported $35.3 billion worth of goods to Brazil, primarily chemicals, computer and electrical equipment, transportation equipment, and other machinery and fabricated metals. U.S. imports from Brazil were just $23.9 billion, crude oil imports accounting for nearly 33 percent of the total, followed by primary metal manufacturing, agricultural products, and machinery. U.S.-Brazil trade has been largely balanced for the past quarter century; the United States was a net importer from Brazil from 1985 to 1994 before flipping to a net exporter from 1995 to 2001, back to a net importer from 2002 to 2007, and once again a net exporter from 2008 to the present.


54. Itamaraty—under the current foreign minister—is now developing a department that will streamline U.S.-related policy.
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